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INTRODUCTION

I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The first impression which emerges from reading the following
studies or from considering the educational systems of other
European countries not represented in this Symposium of articles
is that of a common trend as regards three points:

(1) Raising of the school-lea%iing age to 14, 16 and
indeed oven 18.

(2) The appearance, in all systems, of a middle school,
through which the majority of enrolled pupils of
12 to 15 or 16 pass. This "observation and guidance
period" corresponds generally to the first four
years of secondary education (sixth to ninth grade
in European terminology).

(3) Introduction of experiMental use of a new subject or
a new method.of teaching at this level known as
"technology" or better as "technical education".

The underlying reasons for thus introducing technical
Wation may be of some 'interest.

We shall not dwell on the origins of the term and the
concept (1). We would briefly point out, that since the dawn
of industrial mechanisation inEurope, there has always been a
more or less perennial current of thought in universities
concerned with the consequences of technology, and which
appears to have originated with a German, J. BECKMANN, a doctor
of fiscal sciences at Goettingen University. It seems to
contrast clearly with the practical technology which the
technician experiences (2) and apart from this undercurrent in
universities, there was notning to enable young people to
understand technology as such, except for practical work.

Why should things be any different today? First and
foremost compulsory schooling and the middle school bring
together, within a single system, a more varied and less
motivated school. population than in the past. A more democratic
educational system will not be successful if changes in structure
are not accompanied by revised curricula and new teaching methods
to proiride positive guidance to all pupils in middle schools.

/
(1) Cf. Y. DEFORGE, APercu historique sur les origines de la

technologie in "Apprendre A apprendre" Encyclopedie du
CEPL, Paris 1971.

(2) BECKMANN (J.), Anleitung zur, Technologies Goettingen, 1780.
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In this context technical education is seen everywhere as
having to fulfil three purposes:

(1) To facilitate observation of students, either individually
or in teams, faced with a specific problem requiring them
tc dismantle, reassemble and to create objects of their
own design;

(2) To promote guidance, particularly towards technical and
scientific education, by arousing positive motivation;

(3) To give both bor, and girls the tools to understand the
environment in which they live; an introduction to
technology, interpreting diagrams, methodology, and the
organisation and sociology of work (1).

This latter point alone is sufficient justification for
technical education. The natural environment of children living
in our industrially developed countries is increasingly technical.
The child is in constant contact with technical objects: household
electrical appliances, motor cars, various machines, etc. Quite
independently of any new educational idea, it makes sense that
technical objects can be studied by the same methods and within
the framework of traditional disciplines such as the physical
sciences, the natural sciences or history. This tendency to merge
the subject with others, justified though it may be, leads to
a certain amount of confusion since technology as an entity thereby
disappears, even if the name is still used.

Lastly the trend towards the standardisation of European
educational systems and of curricula can be explained by
international conferences (SEVRES seminars, Council of Europe
symposia) or by cultural exchanges which lead to the rapid
circulation of ideas in Europe and beyond. Deliberate imitation
also plays a part in certain choices.

However, since technical education is outside the framework
of traditional formal subjects and is still flexible, it leaves
teachers an appreciable margin of freedom. This rather blurred
aspect is both its strength and its weakness and therefore, on
the European scale, there is no single form of technical
education but several different forms. This emerges particularly
clearly from the German Federal Republic's report.

.1.

(1) Council of Europe report on the Symposium on upper secondary
technical education. CCC/EGT (69).
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It is therefore interesting to become acquainted with each
system from a general outline of their special features.

II. VAIN TRENDS

To show the main trends we must have recourse to excessive
simplification. The reality is rather more complex, as will be
seen from the reports which follow.

We shall distinguish four main purposes and four different
forms of teaching.

1. Tie four purposes

These colour technical education. The first two are inspired
by social and human, the other two by psychological and educational
considerations.

A. Technology and social education:-the polytechnic approach

The'guiding principle is that the school should not be cut
off from the outside world and particularly not from the world
of work. Polytechnical education tends to give the child a place
in a particular social system by ensuring for him very real
contacts with workers of all kinds.

B. Technology and- people: group work

By contrast with polytechnical education the purpose of
group work is to include the pupil in a group of people rather
than in a partular society. This involves motivating the
group, first through designing and then through manual work.
Each child must find his proper place according to his ability,
his ambitions and his knowledge.

C. Technology and interdisciplinarity: the project method

The project method stems from psichological and educational
considerations. It makes the study of a technical problem a
centre of interest to which the other subjects contribute both
practical skills and information. The general direction is towards
synthesis and practicality.

D. Technology and disciplinarity: the analytical method

Technology is used as the basis for. the study of one or
more basic subjects which retain their traditional independence.
Abstract physical concepts such as force, torque or the motions
of translation and rotation, or mathematical concepts such as
network applications, become clear from the analysis of real
phenomena.

.1
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2. The four forms of teaching

As the Federal German report stresses, the pedagogics of
technical education introduces a variable which, although not
entirely unrelated to the above-mentioned purposes, makes it
possible to distinguish between four major forms of technical
teaching which we give here in order of decreasing inter-
disciplinarity.

A. Technology as a guiding theme

To be successful, teaching by themes presupposes a single
teacher who, starting from a technological theme, develops a
whole spectrum of knowledge in keeping with circumstances and
requirements. In itc extreme form there is no longer any time-
tabling of separate subjects.

B. Technology as an end in itself

Where this approach is used, technical education stands
above a group of subjects taught by different teachers working
as a team. The pupils use technology to apply their previously
acquired knowledge.

C. Technology as a subject in its own right

Here, technology is timetabled separately and is developed
without any formal links with other subjects. This presupposes
a proper definition of what is understood by technical education
(as distinct from manual work) and the provision of properly
equippod classrooms and specialised teachers.

D. Technology as a form of motivation

Here each subject teacher is asked to use technology to
illustrate or form the basis of his teaching. Interdisciplinarlty
is more or less non-existent.

3. Approximate situation of technologLin France

The table below groups the purposes and forms of technical
education, but in real life, of course, such education in no
case fits precisely into the squares of a diagram.

For instance, technical education in France as defined by the
"Instructions Officielles", is not geared to social education
at all, only slightly towards human training, more towards
synthesis and very much towards analysis. It is both a subject in
its own right and a supporting subject. By and large, its general

. aspect is therefore as shown by the shaded area.

The different types of technical education which we shall
come across could also be approximately situated on the diagram.
This would show that they are a long way from overlapping.

/
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III. BRIEF SURVEY OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

We give below a few short monographs relating to various European
countries with a view to stressing the characteristic features of
their technical education(form, purpose, compulsory or optional
nature, etc.). Included are the four countries dh which the reports
which follow give further information.

It will perhaps be surprising to find here a short survey of
technical education in the USSR and in East European countries which
are only marginally European, and yet it seemed of interest to point
out that the conclusions of the third seminar on polytechnic
education in schools (Sofia, 1965) are precisely the same as those
of the Council .of Europe Seminar at Sevres in 1968:

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN THE USSR (1)

Technical education in the Soviet Union and in East European
countries is very much influenced by the idea of polytechnic
education. Lenin, (in "polytechnic education", 1920), gives a
detailed plan of polytechnical studies for all pupils of 12 to 17
including practical work, visits and training courses in factories,
the setting-up of small museums (we would call these collections of
technical objects) and the construction of small appliances or
mechanisms under the guidance of specialists.

/
(1) ANWEILER (0.), Polytechnische Bildung and technische

Elementarerziehung - Bad Heilbrunn, J. Klinkhardt, 1969.
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To Lenin, polytechnic education was of prime importance for
industrial development and increased productivity in factories.
In the Soviet Union, from the outset, there was concern with
creating a new drive towards technology. This objective may seem
pragmatic but it should not be forgotten that at that time Russia
was a poor country and its economy urgently required skilled
workers and economically viable factories.

Since its beginnings, polytechnic education in the USSR has
evolved from vocational training to preparation for social life
and the third international Seminar on polytechnic education in
schools (Sofia, 1965) was therefore able to define the relevant
aims in these terms: to establish a closer relationship between
school and life outside; to motivate pupils and guide them towards
full technical education, and to promote technological and
scientific modes of thought.

Polytechnic education existing in the Soviet Union and in
nearly all East European countries is compulsory and Eeneralised.
Its development is as follows:

In primary school classes this mainly involves manual work
with the construction of utilitarian objects and, if there is a
school garden, the cultivation of vegetables and flowers. It
should be noted that the product of the pupils' work is frequently
put up for commercial sale. The pupils also have to visit factories,
meet workers with advanced training and discuss production techniques.

In middle schools (fifth to eighth years) polytechnic education
is increased and diversified thanks to workshops (wood, iron and
other materials, electricity, internal combustion engines, etc.).
All the teaching methods are linked to these activities according
to the slogan "learn as you work, work as you learn" (perhaps
reminiscent of Dewey). They are supplemented by club activities.

In the ninth and tenth years of study, the pupil must develop
a deeper knowledge and greater ability in a specific field of
activity. Practical training courses are provided, which broaden
the pupil's horizon in the polytechnic field, promote interest
in theoretical instruction and lay the way open for guidance.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM (1)

Education in the United Kingdom is characterised by what could
be called "free enterprise". The organisation and curriculum vary
from one county to another, and variations can even occur between
neighbouring schools. Since any action taken at the top, through
national curricula or official instructions, is ruled out,
innovations come from the bottom and through joint effort.

=i, ./.

(1) UNESCO information for young people Nos.578-579, July 1970.
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It could be said that there is a general trend towards
setting up a middle school (11 to 16) in which technical
education can be provided in a form which reconciles what we
have called the "project method" with group work.

"Project technology" which was begun in 1960 by the
Schools Council is experimental until 1972 and affects only
a limited number of educational establishments. This project
is designed to channel into the classroom the inventive spirit
and initiative which young people show in so many extra-
curricula activities.

Technical education is not compulsory, and teachers and
pupils choose a study theme 67-"Fiot project" very freely
and when desired this is undertaken in small groups. Young
people work on their own for several weeks or even a whole
term according to their particular abilities; some undertake
research, and others design, or write a report. More often
than not the project leads to the construction of an appliance
or original mechanism of which several examples are provided in
the report on technology in the United Kingdom.

Many publications give examples of themes or "topics" (1).
The extraordinary variety of projects developed by the groups
is quite dumbfounding. From the hover train to the barometer,
from an anti-theft device for babies (thought up by a class
of girls) to the improvement of a watercourse or Roman oil
lamps, the common denominator is that the completion of these
projects involves three processes which are essential to
training the scientific.mind: conception, construction and the
application of theoretical knowledge. English teachers have
summarised their concept of technology in a quip which is
lacking in neither humour nor significance. "What matters is
riot what John does to the piece of wood, but what the piece of
wood does to John". We could say that the activity is considered
more important than the objective.

From the point of view of organisation, the unusual topics
selected by pupils require a great deal of flexibility and
perfect co-operation between teachers, since none, despite the
training courses he may have attended, is able to deal single-
handed with all the problems raised by the groups. Co-ordination
between subjects necessarily occurs even though it may not be
formally required. And it is not unusual to see the group call
in specialists from outside the school: parents, engineers,
skilled workers or teachers from higher education.

(1) "Learning about Space": Education Pamphlet, No. 55, 1969.
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By contrast, the project method does not seem to demand
particularly expensive equipment. English teachers feel that
having to "make do" with limited means acts as an incentive to
the pupils who must show initiative and imagination either
individually or within the croup. Prizes are awarded for the
best work.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN FEDERAL GERMANY (1)

"Positive and negative experiments, discussions between
teachers and sociologists, and the most diverse opinions, are
reflected in the recommendations of the German Commission for
Education set up in 1953 which as early as 1957 was inviting the
Hauptschulen to take into account the requirements and techniques
of present-day society, and to develop the child's awareness of
technology and his ability to adjust. But it was only seven years
later, in 1964, that the "German Commission", in the light of
experiments carried out in the meantime, recommended modern work
processes as a basis for teaching in the Hauptschule. Arbeitslehre
(the term used for technical education) is seen as an introduction
to the world of work and economic life.

The detailed syllabi for Hauptschulen issued by the Ministry
of Education in the Land of North Rhine-Westphalia (1968), which
seem to us to be the most significant, apply from the fifth to
the ninth year of education (2). Technical education is compulsory.
In other types of schools Arbeitslehre is still trying to establish
itself.

As organised at present in North Rhine-Westphalia, Arbeitslehre
includes several disciplines and activities:

- practical and theoretical technical work, introduction to
elementary economics, home economics, study of the
organisational structure of the firm, courses in firms.

As regards teaching methods, provision has been made for many
approaches:

- exercises, manufacturing, solving simple and complex
technical problems, surveys, projects, and even studies
on models and simulated firms.

1
(1) Trautmann (I.), Arbeitslehre, etudes et documents No. 17,

1970. Service central des statistiques et sondages, Ministere
de 1'Education Nationale.

(2) A complete technical education curriculum for Land Berlin
can be found at the end of the German report.
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The project met,,od (or the method for acquiring knowledge
through motivation) is the framework for complete pluri-
disciplinarity. All curricula are designed in the form of work
programmes centred on major themes or major problems.

No subject of instruction is unaffected by Arbeitslehre
which it is felt should no longer be confined to the "Hauptschulen"
but should provide a new way of thinking and teaching in all
classes.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN FRANCE

In France, technical education is
in the first two years of the middle
is classified among the "basic subjec
France is the Qnly European country to
marked place as a school subject, with
set timetables and curricula,

comnulsory and generalised
--7 ?he fact that it

;h-ald be stressed.
give technology such a
specialised teachers,

Technical education is based on the study of specific
technical objects of which a list is provided in the curriculum
although the teacher can always introduce innovations.

The teaching method used is analytical and the teacher
must allow basic concepts of physics, mathematics, and
chemistry to emerge from the subject studied. The latest
"instructions", do not mention "technical education" but
"physics and technology". The title alone iS.significant.

There As no very marked interdisciplinarity except in
certain cases with mathematics and manual work. However,
recent research seems to show that technical c?ucatJon is
instilling in pupils a form of psychological transfer from
which other subjects benefit and which are having a positive
effect on guidance criteria. The French report clarifies this
point.

Lastly, it should be pointed out that technical education
which has been the subject of considerable revision over the
last ten years, is once again being reviewed by a study group
(primarily made up of pN.:;-cists) and their conclusions will
be known by 1973.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN SWEDEN (1)

When Swedish comprehensive schools were created in 1950
technology already formed part of the curricula. After an
experimental period two choices have emerged. One based on
the project method was aimed ut-students who were already
attracted by ti7eoretical studies. The ocher, for more practical
students, included a larger share of practical work.

(1) Technological Education in Sweden, Council of Europe,
DECS/EGT (69) 82.
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Since 1970, the two options have become one, provided to all
middle school pupils in their seventh, eighth and ninth years.

The main characteristic of this subject, which is called
"Tecnik" (for want of any other term), is team-work, as in the
United Kingdom, with this difference that the subject for study,
selected by-the group with their teacher's approval, lasts for
all three years.

During the first year of compulsory middle schooling,
puvils study the general aspects of the subject; the second year
is devoted to tesearch into technical activities, industrial
organisation, and marketing and the third year is given over to
the study of social and human aspects of productive work.

The group is independent and organises itself. It is
properly documented, can visit factories, and public services
and work in school workshops and laboratories. At the end
of the period each team presents its findings to the whole of
the class (reports, films, slides, recordings, experiments,
equipment).

Teachers of the different subjects involved (science,
mathematics, history, art) take part in drawing up the final
report in an advisory capacity.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN ITALY (1)

In the Italian educational system, primary school is
followed by a compulsory middle school (from 11 to 14). At this
latter stage there is a subject called "technical application",
compulsory in the first and second years and optional in the
third year.

The "technical applications" approximate to manual work
with technical drawing. This aspect of education seems to be
relatively little developed. We do not know how far it is
selected when it becomes optional. However, the Italian national
teaching centre took the initiative of holding an important
international meeting on technical education at Frascati in
1967 (2). If the concrete propobJ.s made at this Symposium were

.1.
(1) The teaching of technology in Italy (working document),

DECS/EGT (69) 81 - Council of Europe.

(2) L Educazione technologica, Centre Europeo dell'Educazione
Palombi, Roma 1967.
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not followed by very marked effects in Italy, the reason is,
according to a recent report, that the new subjects (technical
application and scientific observation) have not yet been the
subject of appropriate action with regard to teaching methods
and the further training of teachers.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN BELGIUM (1)

Up to the beginning of this new school year, apart from

manual work, the Belgian educational system included nothing

which resembled technical education. Following the Sevres
(1968) Seminar, a provisional syllabus for an "introduction to

technology" was drawn up.

This was applied ex2erimentally in the reformed lower-

secondary educational sysiTE71775-14) as from 1 September 1970.

The very sparse curriculum covers three points:

- basic concepts: study of movements, metrology, technical

drawing;

- technical studies of machinery;

- observation of students.

Although very much inspired by the French curriculum the

provisional Belgian curriculum shows certain specific
characteristics: greater freedom is given to teachers in the

choice of subjects to be studied; greater emphasis is placed

on discovering students' abilities and on observing them;

there is special emphasis on the relationship with physics,

as in the French curriculum, but also with mathematics.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN OTHER COUNTRIES

From the oral reports given by the mpresentatives of

countries taking part in the Sevres Course (1968) on technology

teaching in lower secondary education, it is useful to recall

that the term "technology" is the source of some confusion.

This confusion is aggravated by the comparison often made

either with manual work, or with pre-vocational training.

.1

(1) Ministere de l'Education Nationale - Enseignement
Secondaire Renove - ler degre - Initiation technologique -
Programme provisoire 1970.
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The Netherlands, Denmark, Luxembourg and Spain do not yet
seem to have developed technical education for all sections of
the middle school. By contrast, although German-speaking
Switzerland does not use the term "introduction to technology"
eighth and ninth year curricula do nevertheless include an
introduction to technical drawing.

Finally, we should recall that many French-speaking Black
African countries already provide technical education or intend
introducing it in the near future. This also applies in North
Africa, where Morocco and, in particular Tunisia, have made a
remarkable effort to provide technical education in a form which
answers the specific needs o, these countries.
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The, teaching of technology ( Arbeitslehre)

in the Federal Re ublic of Ge)many

by

Dr. Willi Voelmy

1. Place in the school curriculum

Since 1969 when Bavaria was the last land to introduce
nine years of compulsory full-time schooling the school
system in the Federal Republic has been almost universally
as follows:

Primary school: 1st - 4th classes; in the City States of
Berlin, Hamburg and Bremen primary school
consists of the 1st - 6th classes.

Upper primary 5th or 7th - 9th classes; the 5th and 5th
school classes are generally designated
(Hauptschule): "observation" or "development" classes (i.e.

for transfer to schools that lead ;o higher
education - technical high (Realsen'le) and
grammar school (Gymnasuim) and may al3o be
organised in technical high and grammar
schools themselves. A number of Lander are
experimenting on voluntary extension to a
10th class in the Hauptschule; e.g. in
Berlin about 70% of pupils in main stream
secondary schools opt for the 10th class.
A good many LRnder are planning to introduce
10 years W.' compulsory full-time schooling.

Technical high 5th or 7th - 10th classes.
school:

Grammar school: 5th or 7th - 13th classes.

Teaching of technology (Arbeitslehre) in schools is
still generally restricted to the 7th up to the 9th cn 10th
classes in upper level primary schools; only in Ncrth Rhine-
Westphalia does it start as early as the 5th class. School
interests and considerations of prestige still hamper
introduction of the subject into technical high and grammar
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schools as well. It is to be hoped that curricula in the
latter types of school will be increasingly modified as a
result of the experiments in comprehensive schooling that
have started up in'almost every Land; in comprehensive
schools technology is offered as a teaching subject to all
pupils at secondary level I (7th - 9th classes) and the
intention is to work out a similar course for secondary
level II (10th - 13th classes).

Owing to the present general uncertainty in discussing
the teaching of the new subject and its curriculum, it
takes four different forms in teaching practice, which are
recommended and tried out either separately or in combination:

(a) as a teaching principle:

Every teaching subject (except for foreign la uages,
physical education and, generally, musical subjects is
required to bring out occupational, economic and social
aspects. Reference to the world of business and industry
is to be made wherever opportunities occur during regular
presentation of subject matter in individual subjects
(Baden-WUrttemberg, Bremen, Schleswig-Holstein). Only
rarely is there any inter-discipline co-ordination of the
topics dealt with.

(b) As a teaching subject in its own right:

A specific number of weekly periods (4 - 8) are devoted
to technology on the weekly time-table. Teaching has to
follow a syllabus specially designed for this subject (Berlin).

(c) As a group of subjects:

"Arbeitsiehre" is a term used to cover a number of
subjects which appear in the time-table either as a number of
common weekly periods with separate options regarding the
syllabus (Lower Saxony), or as separate sets of periods with
a syllabus of their own (North Rhine-Westphalia, Rhineland-
Palatinate, Bavaria).

(d) As a term to refer to inter-subject themes:

Occupational, economic and sociological themes or
projects are introduced under the one-teacher system
(i.e. almost every subject is taught by the same class teacher
for a limited period during 'he school year without any
division into subjects; under the specialist teacher system
technological themes are given particular emphasis within an
individual subject (e.g. sociology or handwork), and at the
same time corresponding subject matter is covered in other
disciplines (e.g. German, arithmetic/geometry, natural
sciences) (Hamburg, Hesse, Saarland).



In North Rhine-Westphalia Arbeitslehre is introduced
in the 5th elan :3, but in most Lander it doe., not bujin until
the 7th year at school, continuing until the 9t,a or 1)-uh.
In a few Lander only (Bavaria, Hesse and Rhineland-Palatinate)
technology is mainly taught in the 9th school year.

Up to the present time no final curricula or ,Alidelines

for ';echnology as a teaching subject have been laid down
in any Land by ministries of education and instructions
have mostly been explicitly referred to as "provisional".
Special committees have been set up in every Land to work
out new syllabuses or to finalise or revise exist ins ones.
The recommendations of the Conference of Ministers of
Education of 3 July 1969 are universally recognised as
guidelines; they embody the decision to introduce
Arbeitslehre as an independent teaching subject from the
7th, up to the 9th or 10th classes in Hauptschule. (8)

2, Purposes

The underlying aims of technology teaching are outlined
in the official circulars of a good many Lander; they are

based on the report on upper level primary education
presented by tie Federal Committee in 1964 (7). uenerally
speaking they consist simply of a few generalisations.
The goals set forth are in essence as follows'

(a) to give pupils elementary technical education, to

prepare them to cope with she technical side of their
environment at work and in the home;

(b) to give pupils a preliminary understanding of economic
and social factors in the world of industry and work

and to give them examples of the links between technical,

economic, political and social elements;

(c) to instil in pupils a proper attitude to work
(determination, tenacity, open-mindedness, flexibility
and adaptability, etc.) so that they can meet the
requirements of their profession in co-operation with

others;

(d) to give pupils an opportunity for vocational guidance or

to develop "vocational selection maturity" i.e. to
enable them to make a sensible choice of job.

These four r,:bects are mentioned with varying emphasis
in the directives issued by almost all the Lander on

upper level primary education: e.g. in Bavaria, 3remen and
Hesse special emphasis is given to the vocational aspect,

in Hamburg and North Rhine-Westphalia to economic and
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technical aspects and in Baden-WUrttemoerg to correct
attitudes to work, while in the Rhineland-pal tinate
the accent is chiefly on technical subjects. ',part from
North Rhine-Westphalia (where "Arbeitslehre" is divided into
a number of subjects with a corresponding Proportional
attention to the ultimate r,ims)and Berlin (where educational
goals at every level and in every individual subject are
specified from the technological, economic and social angles),
the aims laid down in the syllabus are, generally speaking,
scarcc1y looKed upon by teachers as firm criteria for
teaching practice. What generally happens is that the aims
of technology teaching are determined by the specific
interests and knowledge of the individual teacher. This
situation will continue as long as syllabuses contain nothing
but secondary goals and as long as thos concrete, primary
goals, are excluded which are alone calculated to direct the
eductiona- process through awareness of th knowledge,
abilities and skills required. AlthougI the Berlin and
North RhineWestphalian provisional syllibu:_es have shown
in practice that they needed revising L, a number of ways,
they are looked upon throughout the whole of the Federal
territory as models for the practical definition cf goals in
this field.

3. Syllabuses

Owing to general uncertainty about the practical goals
and tasks of "Arbeitslehre" the guidelines supplied by most
lAnder still contain no systematic division of subject-
matter (e.g. Baden-WUrttemberg, Saarland, Schleswig-Holstein)
or they contain simply a catalogue of proposals for topics
and the details are left to the teacher (e.g. Sch2eswig-Rolsteih).

Where it is recommended that the teaching of technology
should cover inter-disciplinary themes or be mainly related to
current, affairs or civics, the subjects studied represent as
intr!Jdnotion to a variety of occupations connected w:Lth
marifactaring, production and services, or to the hierarchical
structure of firms, the general working atmosphere, staff
welfare programmes and certain industrial and economic aspects.
Where the accent is primarily on the "technical subjects"
(handwork, textile work, domestic science), manual tasks and
the learning of work techniques receive the main emphasis.
In adeition, organisation of one's personal life and domestic
science are cubjects of instruction for girls, together with
the duties of women in the family and as citizens.

So far the most detailed syllabuses have been developed
in Forth Rhine - Westphalia (10) and Berlin (5).
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In tne North Rhine-Westphalia cerriculu!: "Arbeitslehre/
Einfarurk; e'er Arbeiteweit" (technole - tn._ road C-e L,,e

world of work) is subdivided into three subjects -
technical handwork, economics and domestic science. The
subject matter of "technical handwork" covers manufacturing
and proceFsing techniques (general technolo;,y), nechanical
engineering and technical engineering (buildini:). The three
categories cf prac'eicyl objects i.e. everyday objects
(equipment, tools, toys, furniture), buildings (housing,
community amenities, industrial plant, traffic facilities)
and machinery (power-producing plant, machines and data-
processing equipment) are integrated into the above three
categories of subject matter. 'Economics" is divided into
what are known as "fields of orientation" - needs, types of
economy; market, prices, money; business cycles; economic
systems and economic management. "Domestic science" consists
of principles of nutrition, home hygiene, care of members of
the family at different ages, health education and principles
for use of leisure. The North Rhine-Westphalia syllabuses
have been criticised firstly for splitting up technological
instruction into three independent, relatively unrelated
technical subjects and secondly for outdated treatment of the
overall economic subject matter.

In cpntrast, the Berlin syllabus conceives of
"Arbeitslehre" with itz various technological, economic and
social aspects as one indivisible whole presented in ;lie 7th
to 10th classes as a single subject without any further
subdivision; a wide variety of inter-subject links are to be
established with other disciplines (geography, mathematics,
German and natural sciences). Subject ,natter i8 covered in
three stases - "production for personal needs", "production
for an individual contractor" and ''production_ for the market
in general". Characteristic of t?-,e Derlin model is the
endeavour to select teaching mactei' in sucll a way as to
enable pupils "to see how economics and technology are
conditioned by social factors, to assess them from the point
of view of their own interests :1,d to further technical,
economic and political developments in the world of work and
consumption so as to give every individe-.1 citizen a greater
opportunity to be his own master" (5 P.3). Corresponding
teaching matter in the 7th to 9th classes is derived from the
following so-called specialised fields - metalwork/electro-
technology, woodwork and work in artificial materials, textiles,
domestic science (nutrition), household economy and private
pursuits; at the present time instructlon that varies
according to seven different occupational fields is being
considered for the 10th class - buildirv, electro-technology,
nutrition, mechanical engineering, economics and administratipn,
social education and social work. (For examples of contents
of these syllabuses, see Appendix.)
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Teaching methods

These generally consist of the following, either
separately or in combination: courses, exercises, 7,r:jc7c

2-17,ekte)industrial'surveys and practice
Courses serve to pass on in4ormation to pupils, mainly
deductive means, on technology, economics, sociology and
occupations. Exercises develop he pupils skills in
handling materials and tools or in collecting, ordering and
e-eleating information. The terms Vorhaben and Projekt
have a great nervy meanings in German education; But the
definition set forth in the Berlin model, which owes much to
Wolfgang Elafki, is gaining ground in other Lander as applied
to "Arbeitslehre". According to that definition Vorhaben
means a piece of educational work planned and executed by the
pupils with the help of the teacher, but to a large extent
independently, leading to a pre-defined practical result,
e.g. a manufactured article, a plan or action, or an analysis
(e.g of the organisational structure of a firm). A Vorhaben
always has the aim of illustrating and bringing out the
relationships to he found in the world of buSiness and industry
by means of practical work by the pupils, supported by
interpretation and reflection, A Vorhaben includes, besides
its main substance, i.e. the actual project itself, the
necessary courses and exercises required for its execution.
On the other hand, the word Projekt refers to the actual
realisation of the enu-product of the Vorhaben, i.e. the
making of the article or the execution of the plan, action
or analysic-

Thus industrial surveys and practice are to be taken
as "Vorhabri- for both aim at analysing actual factors in
the world lo-7. business and industry on the basis of specific
examples (E..g. nroduction firms or service firms, hospitals,
nursery schools, administrative offices, etc.).

surveys consist of visits lasting two or
three hours to selected uepartments or places of work in a
firm; by whole classes or groups of pupils with tasks,
including luestionnaires, previously decided on in class;
observations are made and staff, managers, works committee
are interviewed, etc. The information thus obtained is then
assessed class and leads to general views of relations in
the world of business ana industry. Industrial surveys
generally take in some functional (technological), social,
economic or occupational aspect and so in North Rhine-
Westphalia they.are also designated "Aspekterkundungen"
.(aspect srrveys). A complete series of models for surveys of
this Kind, notable for their inter-r gional valii,ty,
wide utiJity and adaptability to very diverse local situations,
are being developed by representatives of indusy (training

1
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managers) and experienced teachers from all the Ldnder at the
Technical Training College for Teachers in 14?.d 9:1:.bur; and

are being published (19). As yet no scientific research has
been done on the possibilities and lindtatiors of industrial
surveys as part of technology teachin3.

Practice (industrial or social practice) is done rliainly

in two ways, eitner as "block practice" (pupil Fz work for

3 weeks without a break in a firm; e.?:. in Hamburg and 3er:in)
or as "day practice" (pupils work in a firm for a nu:)ber ef

months for one day per week; e.g. in South Baden and Upper

Franconia). Both types vary from pla- to place. nost

Ministries of Education have issued icial decrees
concerning arrangements for perioes -)f practice in fims,
which deal primarily with organisational and leiral questions
(e.g. 23, Book 5, p. 59 et seq.) but to some extent also
contain educational and methodological guidance (e.g. 23,

Book 4, p. 87 et seq.). On no account is it the aim to steer

pupils into an occupation, or give them "trial apprenticeship"
or influence them in their individual ch-ce of occupation.
The object is, above all, to provide general training.
To elucidate the point we may quote the Berlin Rules which
are typical of all such arrangements;

"Practice in firms should provide an opportunity for
close observation of reality, and thus personal
experience should assist application and extension of

the information obtained in the classroom;

It should help the pupil to realise that work which
adapts to changing situations requires reflection and

the taking of decisions;

It should give pupils insight into the social structures

of the world of work;

It is of general instructional and educational value

and provides an introduction to industrial and professional

world;

It is not to serve as a means of discovering inclinations
for particular occupations or as a means of providing

jobs."

(23, Book 4, p. 87)

The total number of classes taking part in such practice
(in special schools and in technical high schools as well)

has been constantly on the increase in all the Ldnder in
recent years, and we are already hearing of proposals to make
such practice compulsory (e.g. in Hamburg and Berlin) .

. / .
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But in practice none of the teaching methods mentioned
above is alone sufficient. Thus in the most recent attempts
to develop a complete and comprehensive ilrbeitslehre"
methodology we find all the various methods fused into one:
projects (consisting of courses, exercises and the finished
article) give the pupil, through trial and error, simple
initial basic experience and conceptions of the technical,
economic, social and professional factors affecting any
production or service procedure, while still conditioned by
the school situation. Surveys in firms test, correct and
extend the insight and knowledge derived from the individual
experiments made in school, through contact with the reality
of the world of business and industry. The knowledge and
skills obtained from projects and surveys finally enable the
pupil to grasp the professional, social and industrial
problems he may encounter during practice and to come to terms
with them.

5. Pre-conditions and facilities

In the context of the general educational reform programme,
progress in the outward re-grouping (i.e. in place and Space)
of the top classes of the Volksschule into upper level
primary schools has varied considerably from Land to Land.
The trend everywhere is to combine top classes of schools with
a narrow range of courses to form one single upper level
primary school (or central or rural comprehensive school)
with a wide range of courses. But in the non-urban States
problems connected with "external reform" will for years to
come hold back any "internal reform" (wider range of courses,
nucleus system, etc.) and with it the introduction of new
subject matter and methods such as those used in technology
teaching. But that will not prevent current progress and
experiments from expanding in every Land at the same speed as
the "external reform"; it will go on being tested out in a
wide variety of regional situations and from the experience
gained the foundations of a generally applicable curriculum
will be laid within the Foreseeable future.

In the City States (Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg) and large
cities, facilities for "Arbeitslehre" in upper level primary
schools, such as technical rooms (wood and metal workshops,
laboratories, kitchens, textile workshops) and equipment
(technical tool kits, classroom practice equipment, etc.),
are felt by teachers to be adequate. But in rural areas,
facilities for technical work are still frequently scanty.
Teachers may be forced to make do with anything to hand or to
use ill-equipped classrooms or cellars for handwork and
Zetestic science, unless they are able to use technical rooms
in neighbouring schools. But even in unfavourable conditions,
e.g. in rural schools witl, a narrow range of courses, a great
many open-minded teachers lanag to develop teaching models
which make use of "Nit-^r-scho 1 procedures" (surveys in
firms and practice in firms) and which are truly exemplary.
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The economics and vocational sector has proved to be one

Of the weakest points in technolo:s teachin lose

teachers are still inr'.dequately qualified. zDcho)is

television and radio programmes in this field are therefore

specially prepared and broadcast by certain corporations

(WDR, SR, SFB, and SWF) with the co-o:'eration of teaching

experts; receivino sets are available in alclost e7er: school.

Teachers' manuals (6) and pupils'
textbooks (16) are provided

with the broadcasts for the purpose of preparation and

subsequent penetration.

t, Training and further training of teachers

One of the essential reasons why there is such a

variety of Arbeitslehre experiments in the Federal territory

is that teachers' knowledge of the occupational, econonic

and social factors in work and industry vary considelel-av

d may be inadequate. It is generarlly thought that e,chers

who have previously had some other profession and who i_v_

come to teaching via adult education are best equipped to

teach the subject. So generally they were the first to be

asked to experiment with Arbeitslehre teaching, or they

themselves did so on their own initiative. Some of them

have thus r'ready obtained considerable practical experience

in teaching the subject and they are being used as advisers

on Arbeitsiehre in the further training of teachers. But

for the time being there are no generally applicable

teaching principles in this field, and so further training

is limited to separate items of information on labour and

industry and the presentation of selected teaching models,

which are not sufficiently firmly based on teaching 1,rinciplcs

and which have not yet been sufficiently well tested in

practice.

Under general arrangements for the further training of

teachers Ministries of Education or individual educational

authorities offer varying degrees of further training; in

Arbeitslehre. For example, as many systematically arranged

courses as possible are being organised in Hamburg and Bremen

by the appropriate institutes and in Berlin with the

co-operation of the Schools and Industry Working Party.

Other Lander (e.g. Hesse, Rhineland-Palatinate)
organise

weekly courses or courses lasting several days. In Bavaria

the third television network is used to familiarise teachers

with the requirements of the upper level primary school and

the 9th class, without withdrawing
them from work. Mention

should also be made of the German Correspondence COUPSC,

Institute (TUbingen) scheme to enable teachers to obtain by

correspondence the qualifications
needed to teach Arbeitslehre.
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Only in a few exceptional cases do Ministries of Education
provide opportunities for larger groups of teachers to learn
of developments in other LA:nder or to attend courses and
conferences at recognised super-regional institutions; any
such arrangements generally entail considerable sacrifices
in time and money on the part of those who attend.

Teacher training colleges are proving slow to realise
the need to organise special study courses and independent
lecturing posts in "Arbeitslehre". So far Arbeitslehre
lecturing posts exist only in the teacher training colleges
in Berlin, Bremen, Flensburg, Kiel and Saarbrucken. At
these colleges Arbeitslehre can be studied by students as
their first or second subject. In the training colleges of
North Rhine-Westphalia, there are separate lecturing posts
for the three technical fields of Arbeitslehre - technical,
economic and domestic; but generally there is no joint
planning by lecturers in the three fields. In all the other
teacher training colleges in the Federal Republic at least
individual problems connected with Arbeitslehre are covered
within other disciplines (political sciences, sociology,
general theory of teaching); there are no plans for special
courses in the subject. At most teacher training colleges
practice in industry and social work is provided for students
on a voluntary basis, but students make relatively little use
of the opportunity because practice of that sort generally
speaking has no direct bearing on the course or examinations.
So there can he no hope that sufficient well-qualified
technology teachers will be trained within the next decade
unless appropriate measures are taken at once in the field of
teacher training and further training.

7. Prospects

A fundamental scientifically established theory of
technology teaching and a universally valid curriculum are
considered by experts, educational policy-makers and teachers
alike to be an urgent necessity for the future development of
"Arbeitslehre" in upper level primary and comprehensive
schools in the Federal Republic. According to Herwig Blankert
(4, page 172, et seq.) costly, time-consuming research is
required and at present the means cannot be provided out of
the education budgets of the State or the Lander or by private
endowment. Resources are not even sufficient to encompass
and describe all the current experiments being conducted in
schools (1), not to mention vetting them scientifically and

/
(1) Apart from a specific survey of technology teaching

conducted by the present writer with a grant from the
Volkswagen Foundation and the help of the Cultural
Research Institute of the Max-Planck Gesellschaft in
1968/69 (pub. 1970) (23).
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testing their reliability. All that we know of so far LS
a control experiment which Friedrich t nth conduoted in
Frankfurt between 1968 and 1970 on six upper level 1,rimar
schools to assess the project method in technology teaching
(2:5, Volume 7, p. 76 et seq.), the results of which will
probably be published in 1971. We have as yet no information
on Lichtenstein-Rother's promised experiments in uj,mer level
primary schools in North Rhine-Westphalia (15) or i hose planned

by Wolfgang Klafki on comprehensive schools in Hesse
(20, page 73 et seq.).

Despite its lack of secure foundations, the teaching of

technology is being introduced with increasing \iigo:ar into
all the Mnder. The curricula and guidelines uhich have been
provisionally proposed should be constantly set against
practical experience and revised where necessary. It is
to be particularly hoped that experience gained in the field
in comprehensive schools will help towards the inclusion of

"Arbeitslehre" among the subjects taught in all secondary
schools, including technical and grammar schools; for this

much is already certain and is proclaimed by all progressive
educationists in every part of the Federal Republic -
pre- vocational instruction of the "Arbeitslehre" type is no
longer a need peculiar to upper level primary schools but

is an indispensable part of the "general" education of any
young person in every branch of schooling in a modern
industrial society.
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APPENDIX

Curriculum for 7th Class Metalwork

8th Class Electrical Engineering

9th Class Domestic Science

Sources: 5, p. 8 et seq., p. 41 et seq., p. 58 et seq.
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7th Class - Sor,tect: Metalwork

Criteria in planni)g
prodoctior for
personal use

Teac "i' g

1. Total time

2. Allocation of time

:5. Premises

4. Special aids

:eachirg ectives

Knowledge

Skills

Pupils work on articles for

their own personal use,
designing them themselves,
and making their own plan
of work, taking account
cf school workshop
''.clloties and available
tiT3. Cost of materials
most be within the limits
of *)eir pocket money.
Pupils gain experience of
the qualities of various
materials, their on
ability to use tools and
machines and :heir
arilit, to produce an
er)oole, draw up a plan
of work and carry it
thro igh.

1. periods

2. 7ombired periods

Classrooms, metal work
shops

4. Vocational training
alas (films, tapes,
slides, cookiets)

TECHNICAL

1. Drawings

A desigr of toe proposed article is sunmitted t the popil

in tre form of a sketcn. It must give as man, views as
are reeded for the exact defi,itior of t)e article
(elevation, section, plan) - perspecti.e ardwirgs are 1,ot
req.ired. Drawings and measurements are to he dore in

acooraance with. DIN (German Industr, Nor-) standards
(measuremert lines etc., arrows, figures in -illimetree.

2. Materials

Pupils oecome familiar witr. the different properties of
metals - steel, brass, copper and aluminium - in relation
to the working tecnriques mentioned below, and tre problem
of corrosion. Artificial materials must be sampled and
taken into account in planning, as far as possible. In
connection witn tne article to ne produced, pupils find
out how to select metal bars, shapes, sneets, tubes and/or
smaller accessories from screed les arm catalogues. Material

is selected cn the nasis of experiment (interded use,
appearance) and taking account of cost.

3. Techniques

Pupils develop tne knowledge and teclJliTles required in
carrying out the following operations, i.e. designation
of measurirg instruments, tools and aids, roles for tte
haraling atd care of materials, correct procedure,
including accident prevention.

Measurements ( r'uorac, + 1 millimetre) wit!, Steel roler,

outside calipers, steel square and try
square.

Markirg out with gauge, steel straight-edge a%1 'r:
square.

Screwing op in the vice with accessories (prtectors

ECONOMIC

1. Calculation

with hacksaw.

with taper file (specialists blunt file).

Pupils must make preliminary calculations of costs (main
and secondary) comparing costs of different materials.
Probable work-time must be estimated. Actual use of
materials and time are to be recorded on work slips
during execution. In a subsequent calculation the
actual facts will be assessed; the plans will oe compare-)
with actual execution and deviations and their causes
examined. Pupils most be able to define the concepts of
calculation, main materials and seconder/ materials.

2. Supsly

Establisnmert of type and quantity of material required.
Sources of Supply must be established together with type,
cost and quality of material (use of relevant sources
of information). Pupils weigh up the information ottained
and take their own decisions, which must be based or
rational criteria. Planning of supply according to source
and quantity (e.g. individual or group purooase).
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Supervision Co-tritutloos Contributions 1 Alternative

from ot'er to vocational . processes

su. ects guidance i

Examples of pro ects

(a) Productio- projects
(articles aid services'

(/) Analytical protects
(surveys, practice, case

studies)

3. Organisatio

Pupils make a work plan
giving the sequence of
ell the most important

operations 'e.g. building
instructions.. Tney must
use appropriate work
slips (partial operation,

means, materials, time,
special details). Places
of work and facilities
have to be allocated
according to workshop
regulations.

SOCIAL

Comperisof of toe
proiuct witf toe

desigr, taking
account of toe
pupil's own
evaluation.

Crite-ia:

- accd-ac it

meas.rrer,ett

- qralit, of
material

- quality of
work

Regulations for workshop - appearance

procedure must to discussed,
ustified and agreed. The Examination of

same applies to any penalties time aid cost

for oortravention of
regulations.

.7onsideration of various

ways of distributing roles
for execution of partial
operations included in the
work plan.

Any prociems of co- operation
or disputes must be dealt
with in tte 11:st instance
t, small rrk-groups. An;
unsolved questions may be
discusser n., the whole
work-group in order to
facilitate a decision.

Matoematics: : Not yet
established

measurement

of length,
right angles,)

calculation
of surface
area

Protection of
surfaces:

varnishing
fetal burnish-
ing
tempering

metnods of

together:
glde

(a) rail with hooks
(key rail)

book-ends
napkinstand
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Class - Sdhject: Electrical engineering

:riteria in planning
production for an
individual contractor

Teaching

1. Total time

2. Allocatio
of time

3. Premises

4. Special aids

Teaching objectives

Knowledge

Skills

Pupils make an individual
article, the quality of
which is measured against
that of hand-made articles
on the market. The
decision, to make the
article is taker in
a,.-reemet with an

irdividual contractoe.

Pla,-ihe and execution
are lore it ac,:crdance

kilt oroddctic:
eculations.

M.del wo "k plans are
prppored P,i estaulished

jsi,A1,;. Pre- a%a post-
,perotiorP1 calculations
tre doe '01,,ly.

depe ds or supply
, : te school
cotext.

1.

2.

36 periods

Comsined periods

Classrosms

metalwork shops,

if possiole with
individual
lighting 2,t
each workbench,
seating at work
level, 3-pin
earthed plug
sockets

TECHNICAL

(a) Drawings: The task is presented to the pupils in the form of simple standard
assembly diagrams, partial diagrams and circuit diagrams. In addition, an
example of the equipment is demonstrated (comparison with drawing; workinga);
pupils, with the teacher, draw up a work plan balled on a model plan which
they are snown, and they prepare drawings. The objectives set forth for
grade one metalwork and circuit diagram norms apply to these drawings.

Material: Choice of components, raw materials, semi- finished products and
read,-made parts is made taking into account the use to which the article
will be put (normal quality), the contractor's wishes and operational
procedures (existing facilities in the workshop). Selection Can be made
from among metals (construction and conducting materials) and artifical
raterials (construction and insulation materials) moat commonly used in the
electrical industry. Pupils get to know the qualities of the raw materials
in relation to the work procedures mentioned below and their electrical
qualities (as conductors, non-conductors, semi-conductors) and their
durability ,upkeep, corrosion, wear).

(c) Work techn.ques:

'.de list drawn up under criteria for projects for personal use (metalwork)
must be extended to include the following knowledge and skills:

1. Insulating of wires with insulating pliers.

2. Tirrirg of lead ends, soldering with electric soldering iron (220 V/1000.

Ecriding lugs with round-nosed pliers for making electrical contacts.

4. 2oldering of electrical connections with the soldering iron (220 V/3041);
care of the soldering iron.

S. Connecting/wiring up of electrical components.

o. Pinching for making electrical contacts.

Observance of accident prevention measures in force.

ECJNOMIC

(a) Preliminary calculation of requirements in raw materials and secondary
materials for alternative methods of execution, comparison of the various
methods of execution. Calculation or allowance of an additional amount to
cover risks; comparison between own costs and commercial prices. Assessment
of work and supervision.

(b) Obtaining of customers through inquiries and publicity.

(c) Finalisation of material required, sources of supply and tenders. Drawing up
of a list of parts and materials. Sulply plan according to quantity, place
and time. Independent purchase where appropriate.

Payment of money orders by poet, filling out of receipts.

(d) Acceptance and confirmation of orders, filling out of bills, registration
of correspondence and vouchers.

(e) Keeping a simple income and expenditure account, management of cash and
keeping of a cash account book.
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Super vislo, Cortf..ttions
fro- other
sut feats

Contrilotions
to vocational
croidance

Alternative
processes

Examples of projects

(a) Production pro,!ects
(articles and services \

(L) Analytical projects
(surveys, practice,
case studies)

1.orc'-ase or acc.,o: t, payment

^o : e; or oef,

or recelp's.

Test of suit-
aill,-y for its
ft.rctior.

-1 f",mpreensio' of rosiness Test or reli-
'e: as.

) Pla' nitg of gork, use of Tomparispn
a ,rk sltps :or oontrol of f e',,reer e
pr ores; comp,rason tetweer article made
rl - a 1 work; irentlficatior ark tne patter.

1 91'^Ja.,-.0- of special
_.'KS, 'Liu' 1 L-17,at rsat Ion Meas.ineme. ts:

..mrferc .

GuaL t 01 work
\ P.e-creck of raw eaterials, (eapeciall,

sec, mateeials arm solderin,*1.

I'DIAL

ecog, itiar of roles and
'en Jctio. it social

re aI r., sips;

reco:f ntio' of he roles
excectea:

(0 I to pupil In working
,7 a :dye-, pattern,

p..nil tte

,vtl.ti Contra

e soppliel (of

naterialsl L\ the
pupil.

I - re,_n f-, .0, ,f place,
n,rnti sta*,,s, rark and

le as .ne 'panic structural
factor in fne social sistern;

- ne,,r, to, and f alf ilment

-d r le e t- appl in:
:ereral rules to speciftc
work sit rations;

rational tehaviour in
co- flicts of roles;

recovnitior of causes,

possitle charnels and
Eolatl ,s;

ar slit , to remain aloof fror
're's role and to pass crit ica

ddgment on now it is played
(sanctions as the response of
Iesiness partre's).

Appearance

Examination 0.
f-ime and costs,

katnematics:

Measorement of
lergtn

Measurement of
surface area

Calculation of
cos'

meas.-emert of
time

(Proportion ,

percentages)

Not Jet Tinplating
established by dipping

Ph sins:

Principles of elec-
trical engineering
(properties of

electilJity, vol-
tage, current,
resistance, simple
electrical circuits,
direct current and!
a _ternating current).

Ge :mon r

,rlesponaence,

Putlici ty and

aavertisemer t,

Catalcrfaes and

prospecfses.

(a) Power supply unit

charging equipment for
small-size accumulators
e.g. for portable radio
and television sets,
tape recorders and
flash equipment.

as source of power for
the following projects
apparatus with flashing
lights

signal apparatus (model
railway, model motorway,
model airport)

set point control
equipment (e.g.
thermostats)

- door and window security

components in lighting
effects (lights for
parties, fairy lights
etc.)

intercommunication
system

intercommunication
between 2 points e.g.
living room - kitchen,
garden gate - front
door

Light barrier

switching on and off of
any desired circuit
e.g. lamps, wireless
sets, etc. when passing
through a light barrier

- in connection with an
alarm bell for security
of rooms

Remote control switches

manual remote control of
any desired circuits
e,g. lamps, wireless
equipment, from as many
places as required.
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9t- ^l ss - Domestic science

T. ')ri eria for domestic Teachirg
science projects

1. Total time

2. Allocaticr of
time

3. Premises

.4. Special aids

'react .r.g objectives

K:owledge

u.el plans should snow pupils 1.

ne connection between
technical, economic and
social consideratiors.
Planning in the hone embraces
income are experditue (use

income) planning, of gainful
oc,pat!or. ara planning of

ouserold managemert.

I- tie 9th class the main
eondsis is on organisation
,,n1 long-term planning of
ca'nful activity ard housenola
economy from the fiance and
t_me points of view.

"nas teacring must show:

:he connection between
occupation and ,:ousehold,

work and consumption
(establishment of criteria
from the domestic bcience
point of view);

(n) ,ousenold and family to be
a sector that can be
organised in accordance
with rational decisions
(abilit; to rAr a household

and plan life rationally):

(c) tne place and function of
the household (single persons,
childless families, and
families with childrer) in
the social context (ability
to mirror social ard socio-
political conditions).

144 periods

2. 72 periods (full
class)

72 periods (half
class)

Classrooms
Rooms for nouse-
nold techniques
ard textile work,
pussloly model
house.

4. Letters from
emplo,rers

Number

Year

I. Household planni..1

1. Identification of the various types of household (type 1: single pereor;
type 2: 2 persons; type 4: 4 persons) according to income, age and sex,
to serve as a basis for all further planning.

2. Realisation of the fixed costs and variable expenditure in different
households (household plan).

Pupils learn of the various ways of obtaining a house (titles, owner
flats, loans for tenants, etc.).

4. Pupils learn criteria for the selection of a house or flat for
households of types 1, 2 and 4.

Position (communications, distance from place of work, schools, nursery
schools, shopping centre, contact centres, parking areas, green spaces).

Arrangements (number and size of rooms, connection between rooms,
heating, sun, ventilation).

Amenities outside the house (central laundry facilities, children's
playgrounds, storerooms, hobby rooms and community rooms).

Rent and charges, rates and taxes.

Pupils are made familiar with information, advice e-d protectior
organisations (e.g. New Domestic Economy, Tenants' organisations).

f. Investment calculations for household equipment (use, length of life,
acquisition and running costs).

Assessment of useful life of household articles.

7. Execution and filing of accounts, receipts, guarantee slips, contracts,
instructions for use, forms; long term timetables.

Calculation of gain from various gainful occupations outside the
household.

Assessment of the housewife's activities.

Drawing up of short-term and long-term finance plane.

Planning of use of income, allocation of expenditure; establishment
of sources of finance and methods of saving, comparative calculations
on ways of obtaining credit and investing.

9. Getting to know the most important legal aspects of loan and savings
contracts; insurance policies (liability, accident etc.); tenancy
agreements; family law (engagement, marriage, community of earnings,
law relating to young persons, etc.).

1U. Rational behaviour as a consumer:

assessment of personal needs according to urgency (insight into the
significance of status symbols);

critical assessment of needs inspired by publicity (suggestive and
informative publicity)

exercise of discretion towards the market.

11. Aids to rational behaviour by means of consumer groups sharing common
interests:

possibility of organised purchaser solidarity;

influence on supply and legislation.

12. Recognition of professional and private roles for the purpose of
harmonisation; occupational activity, family situation, family
planning, political affiliation, participation in cultural life.

13. Settlement of conflicts of interest:

realisation of and consideration fcr the need for emancipatior. of all
members of the familj and corresponding allocation of tasks.
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Ccntninutions
from otner
sur:ects

Contrit-tior
to vocational
orientation

Examples of pro,ects:

(a) productior pro,,ects

(goods ard services)

(t) Analytical pro ects
(surveys, practice ano

case studies)

II. House'old -anagemert (experiments to determine costs
ard time)

1. Pre- and post-calculatior or comparative calcula-
tion of household expenditure for t.,e various
types of 'oosehold (1, 2 and 4), I, criteria for
time cors.mption and expenditure.

2. Market survey of goods and services.

3. Pupils ottair knowledge and skills concermirg tre
kitchen as a place of work, i.e. work places and
equipment (preparation, cooking, wasning -p).

Arrangement of work places.

Pelatfve measurements (DIN 17:022, size of tie
various pieces of equipment)

Designs ard types of kitcner.

Rational selection and arTangemert of equipment.

4. Time and motion studies, defiritio: of work routes,
planning of work procedures, compariso: 31 various

forms of organisation.

Calculation of income and experditare.

Management of cash and keeping of a nousehold
cash book.

2afety in the house.

III. Furnishing a flat

Pupils plan the arrangement of a flat of types 1, 2

and 4, in relation to living requirements.

Firmisring of rooms (basic equipment and
possifillty of expeLsfon, consicieratior of places
fo- putting things and space for movement e.g.
acc,rdfrg to DIN 18011):

Mater ial, form and function of fJrnishIng;

Decora-ion (wallpaper, curtai-s, carpets);

Ligt.ing and colour problems; oaseholo liner,

crooker cutler., lass.

II. Drawing up plans for the care, clothing and feeding
of babies ard small children, hints on educatio:

1. Pregnant mothers

- drawing up of rules of nehaviour during pregnancy;

collection of information On employment protection
and insurance for mothers;

survey of institutions advising and caring for
pregnant mothers.

2. Care and upbringing of babies and small cnildrer:

- collection of a layette for the new baby;

care of the new baby;

- arawing up a feeding plan for the first year;

- stages in development it the first year;

- c,.iteria for choosing practical, safe, appropriate
toys;

- symptoms of illness in babies and small children
and rules of conduct for parents;

- sources of danger to babies and small children
and first-aid in case of accidents;

compulsory and voluntary vaccination ( fleets and

reactions), notifiable diseases.

Famillarl3ation with literature or the apbrIngir,.',

and care of babies and small children.

4. Occupations connected with the welfare ard
upbringing of children and the tasks involved.

t

Cociology:

9.21 Past and pre-
sent function
of the family.

9.22 Position of

woman in
industrial
society.

3.23 Social assis-
tance from the
State, tne
community and
welfare
associations.

2.24 Famil, laws.

".00 Man as a
consumer in
economic
society.

Biologi: (Sex
education)

Not yet
established

(b) drawing up of househoin
plans for household types
1, 2 and 4.

Obtaining and financing a
noase or flat.

Household management.

(a) (b) Furnishirg a nouse or

flat.

(b) Drawing up a p:an fcr tre
care, clothing and feeding
of babies and small
cnildrer.

Hints on upbringing.
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THE TFACHTN3 OF TECHNOLOGY IN FPANcT7

I. Structure and orpnisation of the French scII)ol system

I.1 Compulsory primary education begins at the age of six and
extends up to the age of eleven - or occasionally twelve in
cases where pupils have repeated a class. Optional pre-
school education for children from two to six years of age
is provided in nursery schools.

Vestiges of the old "pre-reform" system still remain in
the form of primary school-leaving classes composed of pupils
in the twelve to fourteen age-group who complete their studies
in a two-year terminal course.

1.2 Lower secondary education

The various types of secondary education which existed
under the old system are progressively being replaced 101 a
unified system which is more logical, more democratic and
provides equality of opportunity for all. Uniformity is
being achieved by the abolition of first cycles in the
technical lycees; by the gradual closure of those sections
of the technical colleges - which draw pupils frorr the primary
school-leaving classes (twelve to fourteen), themselves
disappearing now, too; and by the conversion of the junior
secondary departments in the classical and modern lycees
and CEGs (1) (providing short courses) into CESs (2) enjoying
administrative, educational and financial independence.

Consequently, all pupils between the ages of eleven and
twelve leaving the terminal class of primary school ('..c, the
second year of the intermediate course "tours moyen") will
proceed to a CES for a two-year "observation cycle" fn their
sixth and seventh years of schooling, which under the French
system are rather illogically called Class 6 and Class 5.

This cycle constitutes a common course for all pupils,
the sixth and fifth "transition" classes providing specially
adapted instruction for those who, by traditional standards,
are for different reasons slightly retarded, i.e. from the
point of view of their attainment in the two basic subjects
(French and mathematics) and the two "stimulus" subjects
/itk matieres d'eveil")(history - geography and natural sciences).

./.

(1) Colleges d'enseignement general.

(2) Colleges d'enseignement secondaire.
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In the CESs there is, in addition, a guidance cycle also
lasting two years. It is in the first year of this cycle
(Class 4 or eighth year of schooling) that pupils begin to
follow different paths and technology is introduced (see II).

In this class a distinction is made for the first time
between:

- basic compulsory subjects including, French,
mathematics, the first modern language and
technology;

- compulsory "stimulus" subjects including history,
geography, natural sciences, handicrafts, art
and physical education;

- optional subjects including Latin, Creel, a ser!ond
modern language and intersive study of the first
modern language.

In the following year (Class 3 or ninth year of schooling)
the teaching is similar to that of the previous year anu
completes the guidance cycle. The conclusions reached at the
end of this cycle are decisive for the pupils' future.

1.3 Upper secondary education

From lower secondary education pupils proceed°

- either to a short upper secondary course, with a
vocational bias: pupils study for two years in the
new secondary technical schools ("colleges d'enseignement
technique") and prepare for the vocational training
certificate ( "Brevet d'Enseignement professionel");

- or to a long upper secondary course offering economic,
technical, literary or scientific studies. Th_s
three-year course leads up to the baccalaureats which
permit admission to higher education where, once
again, there is a choice between a short course in
the institutes ard a long course in the universities.
It should be mentioned that any pupil or student
taking a short course can, on completion of this
course, transfer to a 1 )ng course.

0
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II. The teachin; of technology

11.1 History and background

The introduction of the teaching of technology in France
can be attributed to the foresight and determined efforts of
the Directeur Gen6ral, Monsieur CAPELLE. The subject v'as
first introduced experimentally in technical schools in 1963,
with the co-operation of technical. teachers.

Once an idea has been created, it needs a favourable
climate in which to develop. That this climate existed can
be illustrated by numerous quotations expressing the concern
shown not only by specialist teachers, but by educationists
of every kind.

"Manual work and lear ing-by-doing (replaced by
initiation into technology) can also prepare the
pupil for technical and scientific studies which
occupy too small a place in our schools. This
state of affairs, inherited from the dead past,
must be rectified without delay."

Unesco document -

"Secondary education must itself comprise
technology courses and their graphic expression
in order that every pupil may be able to integrate
himself with the technical world we are living in,
whatever may be the level at which he leaves school."

- Unesco document -

A far cry from the formal parting of dogma by the
teacher, technological studies will be focused on the
technical object.

"The technical object, more than the scientific
object, can play the part of a mediator between
nature and man, because while the scientific object
reveals itself as analytical, abstract, even creating
a sense of irreality, the technical object is seen
to be synthetical, concrete and in direct relationship
to nature. It organises different sciences starting
from a finality which has been lived and which gives
it a kind of deep unity. It brings together intentions
and laws."

- Unesco document -

./.
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"Are our education systems - inherited from the not-
too-distant past when education was the preserve of
relatively limited groups of people within a relatively
stable society - suited to today s need for mass
education and to a world undergoing rapid intellectual
and material development? In the face of the explosion
of scientific and technological knowledge, and of the
profound economic and cultural changes which are taking
place in traditionalist and modern societies alike,
can we leave the structures, curricula and methods of
the past just as they are?" (1)

- Rene MAHEU, Director General of Unesco

- Rabat Conference -

"Teaching based on what is real and concrete could be
very helpful to children from humble backgrounds
during their first stages of secondary training."

- Rapport sur la Jeunesse - France -

and again in the same report

"If a statistical connection can still be found
between success at school and social origin, it is
mainly because the education system itself was
conceived and developed for special types of irtellect
and can be assimilated only by those who have the
necessary basic knowledge. Too often there is
confusion between aptitudes and initial intellectual
acquirements." (1)

The discovery of aptitudes involves the process of
communication and where this is inadequate real capabilities
may remain undetected. In spite of its bluntness and political
overtones, we should like to recall the conclusion reached by
the Italian Professor, Director of the Barbiana School on
"true culture";

"It is inaccessible to the rich, because they are cut
off from the masses, and to the poor, because of the
absence of communication."

Moreover, if our concern is to train scientific minds,
capable of discovering and revealing causal relations, we must
admit that this act of discovery is, in itself, a kind of
article of faith and that the complexity of reality does not
facilitate its analysis. Is this an explanation or a
justification of the gulf that too frequently divides school
and life? Common objects must be specially treated before

-they find a place within the "hallowed precincts" and even
scientific objects are subjected to a process of intellectual-
isation, and rr.ti:)n.:listion in which pupil przticipltion is
r11 too rsre.

(1) Translator's version.
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Elbe impartinp: cf 1-no,:ledge remains a craft which we
have devised, and if oul pupils progress along the path of
discovery it is mainly in our wake.

Technology has attempted to proviae a solution to all
these contradictions and problems.

TI.2 Definition of technoloa

In the context of what has just been said,
Monsieur CAPPELLE defined technology in the following terms:

"Education Nationale": "L'option moderne s'enrichit".

11.21 Technology is a language

... like mathematics, technology in lower secondary
teaching, since it is based on a mode of expression, the
dimensioned drawing, with its conventions, rules and logical
combinations, is also a language: a language making it
possible to study and know the mechanical activities, which
are considerable-today, of our civilisation."

11.22 Technology is a subjec'; concerned with construction

"Technological language, expressed by the dimensioned
drawing, finds its applications in activities of analysis
and synthesis starting from objects - machines, for example -
conceived by man to satisfy his needs 14echanical entities
offer (by comparison with biological entities) obvious
advantages: they are much simpler; one may choose among
them the elements of a progression easily achieving the
transition from the simple to the complex ... Moreover,
while analysis is relatively easy in both cases - disassembling
or dissection - synthesis, on the other hand, is much easier
in the case of mechanical entities ..."

11.23 Technology is a science

"Technological reasoning coincides with scientific
reasoning: one starts from objective consideration, one
advances by a system cf successive trials, one finally reaches
a general view of the phenomenon analysed, sometimes a law ...
Technology, through its methods of analysis and synthesis,
is therefore capable of establishing bonds between physics
and mathematics, and awakening the curiosity and aptitudes
of pupils to the immense field of the experimental sciences."

11.24 Technology is a means of culture

Moving on from these pedagogic considerations, and
indicating the true place of technology among the other subjects
which have for many years figured in our curricula ...

/.
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"Technology is a means of culture in the sense that
Valery understood it, that is, a means of situating oneself
in relation to the modern world, in the technical and human
aspects which characterise our civilisation."

II .25 The aim of technology teaching and its medium

Technology as a school subject was previously optional,
but will be compulsory (see para. 12) as from October 1970.
To comply with the definition given above, it will be centred
on a technical object, that is, some object designed, developed
and manufactured by man to fulfil a specific purpose.

For teaching purposes, the object chosen will be:

- sufficiently simple for its purpose to be obvious;

- a well-known common object so that the pupils can
write and talk about it rer).dily i7ithout the help of
the teacher.

The truth to be discovered about this object should,
above all, be obvious and should require no more than the
perception of the relationship between the various parts of
the whole.

For psychological reasons, the object will be:

- mechanical, because children generally (and particularly
those in the thirteen to fourteen age-group) are
interested in movement and are keen to study relationshi7lz
within objects that move. The motivation is obvious,
and the teacher acts merely as a catalyst and an
organiser of living research.

0

0 0

III. Brief analysis of the syllabus

The essential topics are the two elementary functions:
translation and rotation. To these are added transmission and
transformation of motion to make the syllabus more complete,
and to satisfy a curiosity which we witness every day and
penetrate the complexity of reality. These topics fOrm part
of the study of elementary kinematics whose analysis, in
addition to the logical reasoning which we emphasised earlier,
calls for:
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- .diagrammatic representation of an abstract concept
which strips the object of its tangible qUaIities
and reveals its elementary function and essential
internal relations;

- measurement and observation of their numerical
expression which, carried out accurately, form the
basis of all scientific work;

- graphic representation of the measurements and
their analysis;

- mathematical interpretation of the graph;

- the dismantling and reassembly of the object which
requires the ability to pick out from the whole
co-ordinated unit the main parts, the secondary
parts and their connections, and involve both
logical thinking, mechanical intuition and manual
dexterity;

- the child's creativeness and inventiveness applied
to concrete objects with results that can be
immediately checked. (This opportunity is so
rare in education that I feel it should be
emphasised.)

and also

- graphic expression.

I shall not dwell on the qualities required and the
aptitudes developed. In spite of the limits quite justifiably
imposed by the time-table and official instructions on The
n apprenticeship" in this subject, it can be asserted that
this "language', which is increasingly essential to 20th
century man living in a technical civilisation, is of great
value during this guidance cycle when aptitudes are being
discovered and vocations aroused. To quote Teilhard de Chardin
"whether we like this fact or deplore it, nothing more surely
or more exactly characterises modern times than the irre.,istible
invasion of the human earth by technology".

By its choices, content, context and pedagugy, technology
aims to break down the artificial barrier of prejudice between
the two cultures - the arts and the sciences - and we hope
thereby to encourage better recruitment for technical education
in order to meet the need for a more rational distribution of
skills which the nation requires.

./.
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TII.1 Class 4

I shall confine myself to the introduction and the four
chapter headings forming the syllabus "Technology and Physics-
echanics". The list of objects to be studied is given as a

guide, and judicious selection by the teacher should provide
a method of analysis which will bring out the technical
functions and their logical organisation. The ,nethod of
analysis leads on to graphic expression, measurements, and
consequently, the problems of indicating dimensions or values.
Cnly elementary dimensioning will be taught.

The free choice of objects should enable the elementary
technical functions to be introduced:

- attachment

- guiding

- motion and transmission of motion.

It should also permit the introduction of the following
concepts in physics-mechanics:

- measurement of length and arcs (angles)

- concept of force, weight and mass

- friction between solids.

It is clear that a techhical object, however simple,
cannot illustrate one phenomenon only and the distinctions
below are made according to the dominant feature.

I. Study of a technical object selected from a
group of objects involving the principle of
translatory motion.

IT. Study of another object from a second group
whose construction calls for precision, in
order to introduce:

- the systematic study of guided translation,

- the concept of linear measure,

- elementary functional dimensioning.

III. Study of a technical object from a third group
comprising elements, the deformation of which,
produced by stress, can be measured to facilitate
comprehension of an abstract concept force.

IV. Technological study of a measuring instrument:
scales.

1
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For readers who are familiar with the-- report on the
course "Technology teaching in lower secondary ;:duation in
France", held at the International Centre for Pedagogical
Studies at SEVRES in France, from 11 to 17 ,:)otober 1908, it
is important to mention and explain the differences between
that report and this paper.

Earlier conceptions virtually limited study to the
'cinematic aspect revealed by technical objects. Tr the:
sense that motion cannot exist without force, we were imposing,
in a very arbitrary fashion, a system of study in keeping
neither with reality nor the pluridisciplinary nature of
technology. Despite the choices necessary in any study in
order to avoid popularisation or the mere satisfaction of
curiosity, we have sought to reintroduce, from Class 4
onwards, the "physics" of the phenomena studies and, in
particular, the problems of measurement and the concepts of
force, weight and mass, These concepts, which are inseparable
from the concrete objects from which they emanate, are thus
given due prominence in our syllabus.

TII.2 Class 3

The important items of rotation, and the transmission
and transformation of motion could not be included in the
Class 4 syllabus. They will therefore constitute the first
part of the Class 3 syllabus, the final draft of which is
currently being examined by a committee of experts, but
transmission w:_11 be confined to the study of =7:earwheels,
and transformation to zcrw-nut and rack-and-pinion systeric:,
which involve the use of two measuring instruments based on
different pl-i-n!iples the screw-type micrometer (generally
for elongation) and the dial-type comparator (gene2al1y for
deviation). This syllabus reflects its author's desire to
return once more to a field common to technology and physics,
that of measurement, its limitations and quality.

The second part of the syllabus will still contain, but
in simplified form, a chapter on electricity covering only
the study of simple circuits and their standardised description,
The main units of measurement of electrical currents will be
given (voltage and strength) and safety regulations for the
protection of the user and the plant itself will be indicated.
An item of household electrical equipment will be studied
technologically and experimentally and pupils will be required
to read and interpret the particularsgiven by rlanufacturers
on common appliances (power, voltage). The concept of
electrical energy and the reading of a meter will be among
the subjects dealt with.

. / .
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111.3 Implementation of the syllabuses

The extension of technology to all sections could be
obtained only by cutting down on the time allocation: this
is fixed uniformly at two hours per week only, but in
compensation;

- technology is established as a basic, compulsory
subject common to all courses. It will be taught
by one teacher who will be required to bring out
the kinematic and physical aspects of the object
studied and express these in the form of a logical
table, a technological diagram, a graph expressing
the results of measurements, a mathematical
relationship, and an industrial drawing fulfilling
the most elementary standards for marking dimensions.

- the number of pupils will be cut dcn to that for
practical lessons and will generally be under twenty,
with an average of about sixteen.

- no distinction will be made between boys and girls
and the classes, which will generally be mixed, will
thus be characterised by a strong, stimulating
competitive spirit.

These are major innovations reflecting a considered
educational policy and designed to compensate the reduction
in time allowance.

Note should be taken of the deliberate wording in the
Class 4 syllabus! study of an object selected from one group

The use of the indefinite article indicates that only one
object will be studied, but it also implies that teachers are
free to select, from a list which is merely a guide and not
exhaustive, a particular object from the group which they
intend to study in its entirety. It is obvious that if the
study is confined to one object, it will be easy to establish
analogies and to make comparisons from which the characteristic
3f the group can be deduced.

0

0 0

IV. Buildings and equipment

IV.1 Buildings

I think it is worth repeating that, in spite of the
presence of the technical object and the fact that it has to
be handled, dismantled and reassembled, technology in French

.1
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education is not a workshop subject and this fact determines
the structure of the teaching rooms. These should alo r' et
the requirements of a school unit - or monomer, to borrow a
term from chemistry - of between 600 and 700 pupils. This
would correspond to an average of four to five fourth-yeLr
classes and a similar number of third-yeF,r classes, with
about thirty to thirty-two pupils in each. For technology
lessons, these classes would be divided (see IIT.3) in two
to form eight to ten groups in both years, eac'l reouirinc
sixteen to twenty how's' instruction. Two full-time teachers
and two technology rooms would thus be needed. For time-table
purposes, it is desirable that these two rooms should be
interchangeable; we are thinking in terms of a multi-purpose
room which could be used at any stage in the syliab.'s and for
any type of lesson. The two technology rooms, 7 x 10.5 metres,
should be located on either side of an equipment room
7 x 7 metres and placed at an angle to the laboratory benches
fixed to the two long sides of the classroom. Ea2h bench
should be provided with the necessary gas, electricity and
water supply fittings controllable by the teacher alone. The
teacher should have a fully equipped, bench facing tie pupils
to enable him, if necessary, to carry out experiments which
are too difficult for the pupils, or set up demonst-ation
models. He would obviously have a large blackboard or other
type of board with a screen which could be lowered for
projecting films, slides or transparencies. His audio-visual
aids would be either projectors or overhead projectors.

IV.2 Equipment

There is a wide variety of equipment available to the
teacher and pupils-

- technical objects. For example, a flat door-bolt,
a sliding bolt, a latch, a _ock, a punching machine,
parallel vice jaws, a fruit stoner, a door-stop, a
bicycle pump, etc., used in studying translation under
the Headings I, II and III (see III.1). The study
of rotation calls for the use of pullies and various
types of wheels; cog-wheels, which can be examined
separately or assembled in a reduction gear unit or
gear-box, etc.

Class 3 requires the technical equipment necessary
for making simple circuits, a pocet torch, a bicycle
dynamo, a household electrical appliance. As stated,
the list is not exhaustive and, in addition to the
technical objects supplied to the school as a guide
by the Ministry of Education, each school has an
allocation which the teacher can lase to supplement
his collection for his own teaching purposes.

. /
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measurinF devices used occasionally as technical
objects for example, rulers sliding calipers,
dynamometers and scales, micrometers and comparators.
One could also add standard slip gauges, limit
gauges, protractors, etc.

Mention should also be made of the main measuring
instrumpts used for electricity° ammeters, voltmeters,
power meters, oscilloscopes.

To eliminate any danger, the current is supplied
through individual fittings to the pupils' tables
and is available at 24, 12 and 6 volts D.C. or 4.C.
with a maximum wattage of 120.

teaching or demonstration apparatus, consisting mainly
of models designed to explain a complex technical
object or to illustrate one of its characteristics;
many of the models will be built by the teacher himself.

equipment necessary for the chemistry side of the
course; this includes the usual laboratory glassware
and basic chemicals, and also technical objects such
as Bunsen burners, blowpipes; etc., an internal
combustion cylinder, etc., and thermometers for
reading temperatures on the Celsius scale.

simple dismantling and assembly tools supplied to the
pupil and forming his own collection.

finally, the teacher will have a good range of tools
and small machine-tools for making the models mentioned
above.

0

0

V. Activities related to technology

The importance (which we consider vital) of technology
in pupil guidance (see VII) brings it into contact with many
subjects calling for verbal expression, observation,
visualisation of space and abstract concepts, manual dexterity.
I have already mentioned French, natural sciences, mathematics
and art (drawing). However, there is one particular subject
which is directly linked with technology, namely handicrafts,
waich are taught one hour per week to groups of the same
composition as for technology.
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The observation of the technical object and its design
could be supplemented by ere _actual oinstl'uction of `be )1,jot,
or part of it. This would "complete the circuit" and enable
us to check i:Imediately the quality of the preceding phases.
This third, 3r practical, phase - which could net -oe included
in the two hours allotted to us - could be made very
meaningful through co-operation between the -LEchnology and
handicrafts teachers. We consider such co-operation to be
of primary importance and helii:ve that the weekly hour
allotted to the handicrafts teacher will enable hirn to round
off the technological training of our pupils.

O

3

VI. Initial and in-service traininE of teachers of ,technology

VI.1 Definition of the problem

The introduction of the compulsory teaching of technology
will affect about 460,000 fourth-year pupils in our secondary
schools. At present the number of properly trained practising
teachers is sufficient for 160,000 pupils (hither optional,
technology teaching will become progressively compulsory as
staff and equipment become available). We therefore need to
train teachers for 300,000 Class 4 pupils divided into groups
of a maximum of twenty, which means 15,000 groups requiring
30,000 hours of teaching. To simplify calculation, we will
assume that the requirements for Class 3 will be the same.
Consequently, 60,000 hours of teaching will need to be provided
with a specified period of time.

Under the French school system there are two types of
teachers, the "lycee type" possessing a secondary teacher's
certificate (CAPES certificat d'aptitude a l'enseignement
secondaire) and the "CEG type" teaching in the general
education colleges (colleges d'enseignement general) which in
some cases may be Integrated with the secondary education
colleges (colleges d'enseignement secondaire) (see 1.2).
This second group of teachers will provide about a third of
the instruction, i.e. 20,000 hours: the dual qualification
required of them will necessitate the training or re-training
of approximately 2000 teachers. The first group will be
required to teach 40,000 hours, which will also mean a
minimum of 2,010 new teachers. Such, then, is the problem
to which there is clearly no immediate solution.

./.
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VI.2 CEG teachers

For several years the training of these teachers in the
"Centres Academiques" has included a thorough practical and
theoretical basis for teaching technology, but the output of
new teachers (300 per year approximately) means that earlier
graduates, trained solely for teaching physics and chemistry,
will need to be retrained. These retraining courses,
encouraged by the General Inspectorate, are being organised
by the
encouraged

d'Academie" or by departmental inspectors
with the assistance of teachers of technical subjects and a
number of physical science teachers. Organised on a voluntary
basis, the courses are particularly effective, but they need
to be developed in the light of the experience gained so far.
They include courses in drawing and technology (totalling 100
:ours) and discussions on teaching methods.

71.3 Lycee teachers

Since the beginning of the 1968 academic year (ministerial
circular of.- 11 June 1968) all new physics teachers are. given
a course in technology during their professional training
year, that is, between the theoretical and the practical
examinations for their teaching certificate. This 80-hour
course is inadequate from the point of view of theory and
includes virtually no instruction in teaching methods.
Moreover, it does not prepare the future teacher for his
role as a guide, to which we shall return in paragraph VII.
We envisage a minimum of 150 hours, probably spread over two
years, leading up to a theoretical and practical examination
to be included in the physical science teacher's examination
which would be changed to "Certificat d'aptitude professionelle

l'enseignement de la technologie et des Sciences Physiques"
(certificate for the teaching of technology and physical
science).

VI.k Length of the transitional period

We think that it would be unrealistic to spread the
training and retraining programme, and we are considering a
four-year plan covering the period 1970-74; we earnestly
hope that this time-limit will be respected.

0

0 0

. / .
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VIT. Assessment of results and research

VII.1 Results

T sLall make a distinctinn between tl-e results as they
affect the teachers and as they affect the pupils.

VII.11 - In the course of my many visits I -nave often
talked with the teachers. Generally speaking they arc
increasingly interested in a *,-0bject which initially was
1:nfamiliar to them. Physics teachers are discovering the
connection between technology and physics and thereby improving
their own knowledge. They are discovering the value of the
diagram and the drawing, and the influence on their teaching
of the active methods - observation, analysis and study of a
particular object - employed in technology classes.

VII.12 - The pupils are of very different levels and it
is remarkable that all of them are so keen on technology that
they find the two-hour period short. For the first time in
their lives, perhaps, they feel that they are contributing a
personal grain of knowledge and finding a solution whose
,'alidity they can check. They can handle a familiar object
and rediscover it; they can apply a geometrical relationship.
This kind of work becomes a fascinating game, and the main
problem for the teacher is to go beyond the game stage,
beyond the facil satisfaction of curiosity, and elicit the
effort needed for reasoning and for interpreting what is
.-bserved. In this atmosphere of activity the pupil behaves
in a natural way and his innate abilities can be readily
Perceived by the slf.illed observer. Technology constitutes,
in itself, the battery of tests necessary for pupil guidance -
we shall deal at greater length with this es6entirl feature .

in the next paragraph (VII.2) - but without any external
prorTting, the pupil in the technology c' ass undergoes a
profound change in his motivations.

- As an exception we conducted experiments t "ith
technology in the classical sections where Latin
is studied. The results obtained were vcr::
satisfactory: the teaching of this sublect arouses
an interest in things scientific and technical
which will be useful in pupil guidance.

- The pupil in the "modern" sections makes real
contact with the technical world and npontane)usly,
without any analysis of his abilities, decides to

continue his studies in the technical lycee. This
phenomenon is very noticeable and fulfils .one of

the set aims (paragraph III preamble).

./ .
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- Finally, it is quite impossible for com,le4,e failures
to occur in technology because the possibilities are
so numerous. But quite frequently there is unexpected
success for the pupil who is considered to be mediocre.
I need not emphasise the psychological value of such
soccess and the shedding of certain inhibitions which
goes with it - consequences whose beneficial effects
may be transferred to other subjects - but above all
there is a positive opening towards a career.

1 ?II.2 Pedagogical research

To conclude this paper I should like to mention the
research initiated and directed by me at the Academie d'AIX.
Two people are in charge of the project- a highly experienced
psychologist who is responsible for a course at the University
)f AIX on the psychology of the adolescent and also teaches
at the Marseilles Institute for Human Biometry, and a Director
,f Physical Sciences and Technological Studies who is in
charge of the training and retraining of technology teachers.
They are assisted by a team of teachers and guidance counsellors
whom they call together periodically to discuss and determine
the lines to be followed. The results already obtained are
,ricouraging, and it is planned to extend this research to the
Academies of Bordeaux, Paris and Strasbourg. I am enclosing
for information (Appendix I) the mark-sheet which each teacher
is asked to complete in the course of the year for each pupil
in his class. The headings are defined more fully in Appendix II.
When preparing each lesson the teacher decides which phases
will enable him to discover the abilities numbered 1 to 15 o
more likely, in the course of a single lesson, half of these.
During the lessons he concentrates his ration on four
five of his pupils and fills in the obserition form after the
lesson. In the course of the year this form will have been
used approximately eight times far each pupil and the fifteen
headings will have been examined at least three times, thus
providing the teacher with a very .11 guidance dossier.

There are many questions for which objective answers
cannot yet be supplied, for example comparative behaviour
of boys and girls, effect of mixed classes, advantages of
using simple or mol'e complex technical objects, effect on
future guidance and intellectual development, etc. We hope
that the current research will provide an answer and help
perfect the guidance procedures at the end of the lower
secondary course.

A. PAYAN

Inspecteur General de l'Instruction Publique
(General Inspector)
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APPENDIX II

DEFINITIONS

A. INTELLIGENCE AN77) APTITUDES

1. Apti.tude for observation and measurLn:-,.

Interest in the object, attention, method in
observation. Charpness and accuracy of observation
and measurements.

2. Sense of space and geometrical forms

Ability to visualise the object and its components in

space and to represent the shapes accurately. Ability
to carry out the reverse process in reading a drawing.

3. Cen';e of mechanical functions and relations

Aptitude for functional analysis of the 'abject and for

synthesis, before or during dismantling or reassembling.

4. Sense of abstract relations

Ability to think in the abstract and genralise from a
real situation or object; awareness of relations between
numerical results and sense of the physical law or

mathematical relationship.

5. Inventiveness and constructive imaginati-)n

Aptitude for the process of rediscovery. Sense of
making utmost 1..wc: of Regoureofulneos in
imagining appropriate solutions.

6. Ability to react t) a new situation

Speed of reaction (correct) to the unexpected in
observation and reasoning.

7. Manual dexterity

Dexterity in handling the object and producing a

drawing.
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B. MEANS OF EXPRESSION

8. Ability to draw diagrams

Ability to grasp the essential and represent it it
a simple and intelligible fashion.

9. Ability with symbols and drawing conventions

Aptitude for the language of drawing and the use of
symbols. Acceptance and comprehension of the rules
of standard technical drawing.

10. Aptitude for correct verbal expression

Ability to present observations and explanations
clearly and simply, using correct terms and flexible
constructions.

C. PERSONALITY AND CHARACTER

11. Technological-curiositi

Interest in the technical environment. Curiosity about
technical solutions for various needs.

12. Enthusiasm for work and sense of initiative

Spirit of enterprise; desire to take initiative;
desire for achievement.

13. Perseverance in research and application

Will to succeed; sense of sustained effort; eagerness.

14. Intellectual integrity

Scrupulousness in reasoning, measuring and calculation.

15. Desire for perfection in work

Care taken in carrying out the various operations, for
example in reassembling the object, making models,
and carrying out experiments. Neatness of drawings
and exercise books.
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APP7NDIX TTT

PEDAL OPERATED DOOR-STOP

Teacher's scheme of work

by P.J. Chirouze

PRELIMINARY REMARKS

- The lesson is given in Class 4 (pupils aged thirteen

to fourt:3en).

- The pupils have been studying technology for
approximately two months and have examined various small

objects involving the principle of translation, e.g. flat

door bolt, sliding calibre, "fruit stoner", punch, etc. They

have so far done six to seven simple drawings.

- The choice of a door-stop illustrates fairly clearly

the aims pursued in the teaching of technology. Knowledge

of this device is obviously of limited importance from both

the theoretical and practical points of vie,. ?ts study is

justified solely by the exercises connected with it (hence

the importance of the careful preparation of such a lesson).

- A variety of exercises can be devised depending on

the approach adopted; for example'

A. Exercises based on the object itself.

B. Exercises based on a need or' on a problem

(variant of the previous lesson).

C. Exercises based on the drawing (complerent

to the previous lessens).

In this document we shall confine ourselves to lesson C.

Readers requiring fuller information may consult a booklet

published in October 1968 by the Regional Centre of the

Academie of AIX entitled "Technology Lessons for Class 4

Pupils". The booklet is written by P.J. Chirouze, Director

of Studies at the Regional Centre of Aix en Provence with an

introduction and psycho-pedagogical commentary by P. Juif,

Director of an "Ecole Normale".

. / .
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C. EXERCTS BASED ON THE DRAWING

The object of the lesson is to study a r-lechanisn from

a drawing.

The drawing shows a door-stop ("Clirstop" make) of a
rather more complex type than the one used in previous

lessons (ETF make) . The lesson is therefore an exercise
in reading the drawing. Tt follows logically and rounds
off either 2esson A or lesson P.

We suggest the following procedure;

I. PRESENTATION OF THE DRAWING (first complete
cross-section studied ty the pupil)

- What does it represent? (read the inset);
what is the scale?

- This is a cross-section: how can you tell?
(shading);

- Why was a cross-section necessary? (casing

over hollow parts).

We have already studied the simple cross-section of a

component part; what you have in front of you is the cross-

section of an assembled unit.

The diagram gives only one view and thus it is impossible

to define all the component parts fully. However, it shows

their relative positions, their relation to one another and

the way each one contributes to the working of the whole unit.

How can the varicus parts be distinguished? (Reference

numbers, direction of the shading).

Is the shading identical everywhere? (Standardisation).

N.D. (May, be brought in later) The cross-section cuts

through the axis of the spindle has the shading been

omitted? (The convention is not to show a longitudinal

section of a solid part.)

II. INDIVIDUAL INTERPRETATION

1. The pupils are asked to study the drawing of the door-

stop and compare it with the one studied earlier.

- Similarities and differences are noted on the

blackboard.

. /.
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- This exercise calls for observation and imagination
(discovery of shapes and movement). It is made
easier by the study of the object itself in the
preceding lesson.

2. Correction:

(a) Similarities°

- Same principle used rubber pad guided in
translation.

- Locking obtained by the principle of wedging.

- Automatic release.

(b) Differences

- Addition of spring No. 12.

- Pad fastened by means of screw.

3. Conclusion

The essential difference is the use of a third spring:

Who has understood its function? This will be revealed
by a study of how it works.

III. STUDY OF HOW THE DOOR-STOP WORKS

Firstly, on the drawing mark lightly in pencil the
bottom of the door and the ground (to simplify matters the
bottom of the pad is level with the bottom of the door).

Operation

Let us imagine that-

(a) The foot is pressed vertically on part No. 1!
what happens? Mark on the drawing the parts which
move, (+), those which change shape, (-) and those
which remain fixed, (o).

- Before the pad touches the ground (column 1).

- After the pad touches the ground (column 2)
ignoring change of shape.

. / .
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- Reference No. 1 2 3 4 -) 6 7 8 9 1C, 11 12 15 , 1,

Tigris - Before 4- 4- () a) ( \ + + 4- ' + + + 4 + +

- After + + 0 0 0 + + + - 0 + Ci

2.

(b the foot movement is stopped, what happens?
'the stop is locked in position.

The foot is pressed on the pedal (3). The stop
is released.

)iagram showing operation (Figure 8)

(a' :;now what the purpose is: show how the
door-stop works, ignoring the details
of construction. Tn the diagram we have
selected the lower position (with the
door held in position).

(t,) Assist the pupils with this difficult
exercise.

- Begin the diagram on the 'blackboard
(draw the door, the ground, tne pad)

- Meek the work as it progresses

- Make comments.

(c) Ask for the exact position of the
stop (8) in relation to the top of the
casing. Let the pupil:: find it
themselves. Correct (7 = a + li).

Fig. 8

lieci<inL;

Add reference marks to the diagram:

he pupil will he required to indicate tie function
opposite the mark.

4. 'iuiding of the moving parts

- F'.efore contact with the ground.

- After contact with the ground.

- Justification for the large amount of play in Lhe
intermediate space (it does not form part of tle
ridding mechanism so sufficient pla./ is allowed
to avoid the problem of centering).

Mb-
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NAMES OF PARTS

This exercise is not indispensable however, it
familiarises the pupil with the technical vocabulary and may
add interest by the use of a term which suggests its function.
For example,

1. Control pedal. 2. Spindle. 3. Release or locking
pedal. 4. .Lor:'king spring. 5. Casing. c;. Return-spring.
10. Cylinder, socket. 11. Piston ring. 12. Pressure
spring. 13. Cylinder bottom. 14. Pad.

V. PLAN FOR ASSEMBLY

The pupils may be asked to do this exercise even if the
object used in lessons A or B had not been dismantled.
Generally, the pupils are interested in it, and it is a
good subject for reflection calling for a variety of aptitudes:
imagination, method, sense of space, ingenuity. It is also a
very revealing test.

The pupils assume that the sixteen parts are placed in
front of them and they have to imagine the successive steps
for assembly, noting them as they go along.

A system of symbols is adopted! the system .7,:iven below
is quick, clear and enables a quick check to be made to
ensure that no part is forgotten. (Count the number of
reference marks.)

a = 2 + 11 (rivetteci)

b = 1C + (a) + 12 + 13 (crimped)

c =

d =

(1),

5 +

+ 14 + 15 (screwed)

(e) + 9 + 7 + 7 + 6 + 4 + 3

e = (a) + 1 (screwed)

I = (e) + 8

(The components of each sub-unit are set out in the
order in which they are taken.)

Allow the pupils time to search.

Check.

Possible variants.

/.
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VI. DRAWING (to be carried out in a later lesson)

:7ub ect! A very simple exercise in construction.

Show pedal No. 3 by means of two illustrations, one of
Thich is a cross-sectior. Scale 2, format 210 x 27C. Show
four functional dimensions on the drawing. The following
-limensions are given.

- diameter of the spindle: 10 mm

- distance from the axis of the spindle co the point
of attachment to the door; 16 mm

- thickness of casing 4 mm

- dimensions of rectangular opening: 6 x 10 mm2

- thickness of the pedal: 3 mm.

The missing shapes and dimensions must be "invented".

Instructions

This exercise is one which calls for reflection: it
should train the pupil to judge the relative importance of
the shapes and dimensions. The important thing in the design
of the pedal is that it can be put into position and perform
its function.

The pupil will first draw a rough sketch of the external
shape and mark the dimensions The teacher will help him
where necessary.

The dimension of the hole will be determined by means of
scale 5 sketch in hard pencil underneath the drawing. On

the sketch the pedal will be set at the same angle as in the
drawing. At the appropriate time it will be necessary to
remind the pupils of some of the practical rules for showing
dImensions.

(A teacher's copy of this exercise is given in the Guide
Pedagogique pour la Technologie en 4e, Armand Colin Edit,,uts.)
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97'E TEACHING OF TECHNOLOGY IN ITAL-1

The plan laid icwr by the Council of C!:urope for the
publication of a series of articles on thr tooaehint: of
technology provides in its first chapter headin for an
analysis of national school systems and a definition of
the Place occupied by the teaching of tecnnely within the
framework of these s::stems. The second chapter heading
provides for a definition of :,hat is meant .2, the telchinL:
of technology at school level. To my mina these tm) headings
are in the wrong order. The first step should be to al;ree
on the nature and objectives of technoloical edu:ation so
that it can trier be determined whether such education has
been given a special place in the Italian school framework
and if' so to what cxtent.

The teaching of technology: its nature and objectives
and its relationship with the general objectives of
education

It is necessary to be clear about the true meaning of

the word "technology", as the term is used vaguely and in a
rough and 'eady way. As Mr. G. Gozzer puts it "the expressions
technical, technology, technological education are often used

in an extremely ambiguous, various and sometimes contradictory
manner. They are even used as simple alternatives with an
identical meaning" (1).

In Mr. W. Bruggerls Philosophical Dictionary we read that

in the ancient world and during the middle ages the word
technigue w,,s used in connection with any kind of craftsman-
ship designed to meet a need or to pat, an idea into practice.

Technique was the capacity to construct something necessary
or to produce something beautiful, by giving visible form
to an idea, Thus technique stands for the formal aspect of

these operations, the rules that can be transmitted: for

example the technique of playing the piano. In contrast to
art. technique is the planned use of assets and natural
forces for the benefit of humanity (2).

Modern techniques have led to the use of maonnes which

means that the use of assets and natural forces to meet human
needs is planned in the light of our knowledge of nature
itself.

Intro-lucing the results of the work undertaken by the

Commission on the -Zear 2000, the research group set up by

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Mr. Daniel Bell
stresses that much of our present-day interest in the future
is due to the bewitchment of technology and the way in which
it has tronsformed the world. Mr. Bel] uses the two w)rds
"technique" and "technology" to emphasise his belief that
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.1,1e first source of change (in society) is "technology". The daywill come, he declares, when, thanks to toe great changes growinLcut of biomedical engineering, we shall witness a suustantialincrease in human longevity. In this connection one should"note that technology itself is changin6,... it is not simplymachine but a systematic,Jisciplined approach to objectives,using a calculus of precision and measurement and a concept ofeystems that are quite at variance witll traditional and;.stomary intuitive aestnetic and religious, modes". Insteadcf a machine technology, Mr. Bell adds, we will have, increasingli,en "intellectual technology in which such techniques assimulation, model construction, linear programming and (Jperationsresearch will be hitched to the computers and will become thenew tools of decision-making" (3).

If technology is regarded as one of the main sources ofnange in our society it is oovious that the word cannot beepplied to the processes, still less to the techniqueS, by whichtechnology attains its object. Mr. Donald Schon explicitlystates in this connection that "technology .... is the set oftools and techniques - 'hard', as in the case of new machine';oe)s, or 'soft', as in the case of new computer programmes eons: eere 1by which we extend human capability". Mr. Schon explains in thiec.inection that the process of technological change can bedivided into three stages: invention, or the creation of a newproduct or process; innovation, the introduction of chat productr process into use; and diffusion or the spread of theproduct or process beyond first use (4).

Mr. W. F. Cgburn also refers to this basic cause of socialchange, but he relates it to techniques not tecnnology. This-,heory first put forward by Mr. Ogburn himself assumes thatsocio-cultural changes are dictated by technical know-how.For many people this means that technics, which enable man-1<ind to make practical use of naturel laws, represent anindependent variable in the changes that take place at a givenmoment in the structure of society. The continuing alterationof this factor in the form of technical progress determinesthe tensions and adaptations that occur in different sectors ofsociety.

Just as the word "technique" is generally used to refer tothe practical ability, based on knowledge and experience, toattain a predetermined goal, so the word "technology" is usedto refer to the study of the technical processes of machinesand in general to the study of all processes contributing tothe transformation of matter.

After this rather summary attempt to clarify the meaningcf the words "technique ", "technics" and "tec}Inology", it isnatural to ask whether it should be left to schools coorganise and encourage technological education. That raisessome real problems;
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First of all, what are the general objectivas of education?

point r. nertin ieclares t. t 'in a 6:.)21.E;;1 '!t

ifiLT,:in,: towards technological pro6ress adult edac,:ti,n

te confined to a mere catching up operation, or to a simple job

of qualificrAion, retraining or -,ocational furthk:r tr_ini_f.

The aim should tine an education preu&ring for a soeial life

which takes into account all the problems peculiar tc a perJ_od

cf trnsition - problems that express themselves in certain

forms of work and of and famil:, life and hence appear

in jet other forms: changes in patterns of life and tenavisur;

contrasts between old aria new safeguards and opporzanitie

in the occupational field; the antagonisms beLwean tne
generations that accompany retrograde or pro;ressive trends

in moral outlook ().

It is only when we accept the terms of this definition

exactly that we can see the recommendation of the

jOth International Conference of the International Bureau
of Education (IBE) at Geneva in its correct perspective:
the Conference advised that manual instruction should be

included in lower secondary education as a compulscr'{

subject and retained, at least as an option, in the upper

school. Manual work represents a precious element in the

moral, social and aesthetic training of a child or

adolescent. Manual work not only makes it possible to

discover children's real possibilitLes but also helps to
brine., out their aptitudes and to encourage their particular

bent. At the same time it is easy to see why at school

level neither manual work as such nor technics can lead

to the acquisition of the same intellectual equipment
that provided by the study of languages, mathematics and

so on ko).

At the first National Congress on technoloLical education

Mr. Tamborlini jastl: stressed that technclot!-icsq education

is one of the essential aspects of basic and ifenerl culture

and of permanent education. "Without technolo0c%1 euacation",

said Mr: Tamborlini, 'the future teachers, lawyers and
writers will have considerable difficulty in picturil-:: to

themselves the modern world that awaits them and which will

foro-: them to cling to the experience of the East" (7).

In short, if, on a short-term basis, the 1-r,eneral purposes

of education include familiarisation with tInderstanding of

and adjustment to institutions, and e't, the same time learning

Low to change these institutions, it is evident that
technological education as a whole must i'orm part of a

.more general process of education. At tho level of the

initial phases of acculturation, it will take the form of

an introduction to technolo:2;,/ that expands steadily in

range in proportion as understanding of the great problems

of social change takes shape.
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The place of technological education in the Italian
school system

Swe:::ping educational changes have recently been introduced
into Italy by means of the following legal provisions:

!a) Act No. 1859 of 1962, in compliance with the provisions
cf the Constitutional Charter, instituted a single stage wiLh
a uniform curriculum at the lower secondary grade while at the
same time raising the school-leaving age to 1.

(b) Act No. 910 of 1968 authorised unrestricted admission to
higher education of all holders of any kind of certificate of
upper secondary edw:ation.

(c) Several measures have been initiated by the government with
a view to transforming all the branches of upper secondary
education (grammar schools, technical institutes, vocational
institutes, etc.). The object of these measures is to
co-ordinate all these branches either with the compulsory
schooling stage or with the new egalitarian roads to higher
education.

At present compulsory schooling consists of b years
divided into three stages. The first stage (6-8 years) and
the second stage (8 to 11) form part of primary education,
at the end of which a certificate gives admission to the third
stage of compulsory schooling which corresponds to the lower
grade of secondary education. This stage lasts for three years,
at the end of which a certificate qualifies for admission to
any branch of upper secondary education. Under the 196L reform,
subjects studied during the compulsory stage cf secondary
education are the following: divinity, Italian, history and
civics, geography, a foreign language, mathematics and
scientific observation, music, art, technical application,
physical education and Latin.

Music is only compulsory in the first form, technical
application in the first and second forms. Latin, which is
compulsory in the second form as a complement to Italian,
is again treated as optional in the third form, except for
pupils going on to the classical side.

The main object of this stage of schooling is "to
assist in the training of men and citizens and to encourage
the guidance of young people in order to help them the
better to choose their future activities".

I
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menticned earlier, after cbtaininc: his cc.-npu's
ertlisi.;te a pGipil an opt ir iiahever ae

pl-as-..s of tiia numerous branches Df the second stae, that
t,) say: the classical grammar sc1oe,1 ombracin6; 5
for.:ls and the school-leaving form) in the fbilDwin,;

subjects are studied: Italian lanuago and literature,
laair la-hL:uae and litercture, Greek I%nr:171x2e rid

a modern language and liter%ture, nistory aria
ciiics, geography, philosophy, mathematicri, physios,

!i scien3e and chemistry., hisory cf art, divinity
rhysica2 training. The scientific !;rammar school coverinL;
yeas furs and the school-lea'ring form) in which the

subjents are studie- : Italian language and
literature, Latin lanuage and literature, history and
cictes, a modern language and literature, philosophy,
11.atnematics, physics, natural science and ;:hemistry,
Pecraphy, lrawin, divinity, physical trainin.
The primary teacher training; school covering LI years (3 forms
and the school-leaving form) in which he following subjects
arc' studied: Italian l3ngua4;e and literature, Latin ianguaae
and li-,erature, a modern language and literature, history
,).no lvics, gec,;raph, education and philosophy, psycholo&i,
maMer.a-cics, physics, natural science and chemistry,

and history of art, -Loral sining, divinity, physical
'aniug iau, if desired, a musical instrument (8).

The sntraol .ftr roman tec.,chers cnvoriLr- 3 IrcnrT (two forms
form) in whia7-771 followin subjects

sl:,-diedt Italian loiiguage and literature, i.stor7 and
c,vics, ,rcoraphy, mathematics, natural science, 000i:-keeping,
.duction, hug,iene and child welfare, music and choral
sin.:ing, domestic a-rts, divinit:i, physical training,
prriai toachlnd, and drawing.
Tar school covering LI years (thre forms arid
sci.:D,..leanJinc. 'oral) in whim the follewin subjects arc
,todic-d! 1alians history and civics, mathematics Ind
ph7,sic , -natural scienee and chemi.-;I:ry, histor:i eL' art,

nersctive, drawing, anatomy, portraiture, architecture,
phy-sicai

The 2nhni,:al institute coverin 5 ,IcIrs (four forms and
school-laavinL for777nd oonsitin, of several tvpes:
r2ommorci 1, institutes for tirla, touristic, af2;ricultural,
r.aut,ical for activitiea connecpcd with the sea), industrial,
lost_-;ues for surveyors (tnat is to say for buildith, Ind

;;o.-lcs).

MC intitutes, all of which provide ,ecational
r-aning, ±,enerall offer a wide variety of ape. 10,1

w'thin the same branch. It is enough to mention
acre tht industrial technical institutes acne teaca

dY7ferent special subjects.
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Subjects common to all oranchee are the following::
Italian langlat),e and literature, a modern lengueze -Ile literature,
history and civics, ;:1,eography, mathematics, physics, natural
science and chemistry, elementar law, divini::y and phyeical
training. It goes without sayink): th,et tie other disciplines
depend entirely on the type of technical institute concerned.

Vocational institutes covering from 2 to 5 :,ears according
to speciality, provide training for seafaring activities,
agriculture and the hotel industry. Subjects common to all
branches are the following: Italian, history and civics,
geography, mathematics, natural science, a modern language,
divinity and ph:;sical training (9) .

3. Brief analysis of curricula, degree of liberty allowed
in TIL2ELLLaA/LILLea.

We will now turn to consider what stage the teaching of
technology has reached in the Italian school system among the
arious branches of upper secondary education. Having decided

what is meant by technological education and bearing in mind
chat tive have just said under heading 2, can any of the
instruction provided under these curricula be regarded as
technological? The same question applies to the lower,
compulsory stage of secondary schooling.

In technical institutes specialising in "industrial
electronics", for example, subjects studied include general
electrotechnics, electric measures, general electronics,
industrial electronics, technical draughtsmanship, general
technology, mechanics, etc. Although centred on vocational
training, subjects such as general technology, the technology
of electronic engineering, the technology of paper
manufacture and many others play a considerable part in a
really efficient technological education.

The same is true of the vocational institutes, in which
e-ne tteory and prectice of draughtsmanship play a very
definite part. As has been said recently, "knowledge of
'raughtsmanship and its correct use are no less important
as instruments of communication than writing or the correct
use of language ".

In this type of institute it is definitely generel
rechnoloe4 which is of fundamental importance, even though
it is only taught In the top form. The syllabuses provide
tnat the teaching of this subject should aim at giving papils

adequate knowledge of tne materials used in electronic
engineering, of finishing processes, cf the rudiments of
rational methods of work and cupervisionanci, finally, of testing
eystems.



In 1967, unCer the auspices of the European Centre for
Educati-n ,f the first -ati:r%1 C rt.ss

teuhnical e,ucati_.n 1-11-1 at l'rasc,t. h.J.vinc

noted that "the problem of t;:chnological education'(re,:arded
the study of th.,: im:act of innov-Ai-ns tchn:-116ic-,2

,rogress on the educatinal system and teaching ,r,t1:.ms) will
1-robably be the main topic of conversation f-sr th,. next twenty
years", the rarticirants broached the qu(.stion -)f th teachin:
f technical a;-plicatims during; the com:ulsory stage Df

scocndary education - a marvellous ei-..ortunity t, j,css on at
last to ctiscuss the question of technolgical education in
greater depth.

Basically the essential problem of technical subjects
lies in the fact that they are still treated as partly optional.
.',ct No. 1859 of 1962 Frovided that this ty -,2c of educati?n was
only compulsory in the first form and it was not until 1966
that it was made compulsory (for two hours weekly) in the
second form. .".s a result of experiments carried out a short
time previously in "observation classes" in which this sort of
activity (formerly carried on in the old "Scuole di nvviamento
al lavoroL or short course vocational training colleEes) was
used for training purposes, it was eventually arced to set
asidc a definite place for this discipline during the last
stage of compulsory schooling.

In this connection many people still thick that 'chose
responsible for drawing un the ministerial syllabuses for
instruction in technical subjects made little attemft to put
their finger on the bases of technical knowledge but tried
instead to resurrect problems connected with practical -:Aucation
that are altogether too vague. This view is certainly confirmed
by perusing the syllabuses for technical applications that
were approved by the hegulation of 21 April 1963.

In the first form The purAl is only expocted to turn out
rationally conceived objects or contrivances of a simple nature
and to pursue various other activities in fields chosen ty
himself in which it is for him to visualise the- results he will
eventually achieve, after passing through all the necessary
Thases, in the light of his own knowledge and his teacher's
explanations. In the second form (and in the third form if the
;upil has chosen accordingly) experiments base() on his previous
activities are to be continued, but in greater depth, an6
technological observation and diagrams are to b.: encourazed.

In this connection it is very inter. sting to examine the
explanations that accompany the syllabuses issued by the Ministry.
"By making use o- the knowledge a child has acquired and the
observations and experiments he has made through studying facts
and natural phenomena, instruction n technical application

./.
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is intended to satisfy his active interests and develop his
ability to identify and d Ifine she as and the relationship
between dimensions by means of drawings and diagrams. It
Ilso aims at preventing the pupil from falling into the
habit of ignoring the functional and aesthetic requirements
that are always implicit in any artistic or expressive
undertaking, and at giving him some elementary knowledge of
materials and tools, their characteristics, qualities and
functions. Technical application cannot fail to contribute
to the harmonious development of the child's personality,
'_nabling him to fulfil himself in a reasoned activity at all
sorts of levels that bring into operation a conscious mental
process. The child will in this way be prevailed upon to
tackle subjects that are feasible through the preliminary
study of the difficulties that have to be overcome in relation
to the abilities of each child and the means available."

It goes without saying that these aims not only require a
special methodology of their own but also the establishment of
a give-and-take between master and pupil; thus the master,
whilst accepting the pupil's initial choice, will continue to
stimulate his critical faculties and without ever interfering
with the child's spontaneity, will press him to become more
mature. "The pupil", the ministerial syllabus goes on to say,
"will be encouraged to organise himself and his work in a
rational way, so as to achieve the required results via the
various operative phases, namely: ideation, planning (sketch
and diagram, drawing, choice of materials and implements,
costing), execution, critical discussion and, last of all,
conclusive demonstration".

It is by means of this kind of methodology that a pupil
learns to think through a process of trial and error and to
become aware of the underlying theoretical and scientific
1_,rinciples upon which all true experimental work rests. This
is how he gradually acquires the capacity to combine in a

rational way the theoretical and practical elements in the
creative process.

for school syllabuses, ministerial instructions are not
over-strict where technical applications are concerned. They
merely advise boys, as being more suited to their character and
interests, to transform certain raw materials (e.g. wood,
metal, plastics) into finished products, or to assemble some
modest contraption out of materials to hand.

Girls on the other hand are channelled into domestic
occupations, whilst furnishing, interior decoration, gardening
and horticulture are regarded as equally suitable for both
sexes.

4

./
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.ter insistln_; -in the ric,,ssity fc,r thc s

co- ope=ration, the ministerial report cone lug's Iv .7,tre2sin,

the fundamental importance of technical aF7lications that
ena'nle chil.:ren to grass more anr.1 morc fully thc :,Ldritual
significance o: man's work and its social asi-,ectE, in th.,
world of today.

clearly, all the abo-re are simply F:eneral sua'estions
As far as puttinE, into practice or orl_-anisin a

syllahl's is concerned, the .;reatest latitude is lert t3
pupils and teachers.

Iremises and materials available for education in
technoloy

Since there are never more than 25 pupils in a class it
is easy enough to Eet them working to good purnose, making
use of such equipment of the former "Scuole professional!
di Avviamento al lavoro" as is still serviceable, This does
not nrevent the authorities from improving facilities by
providThg new standard multi-purpose equipment which n

added to each year.

Unfortunately premises are very often far from co,afortable;
however, 'he school building programme includes a plan for
installing new, thoroughly functional woncshwps and lal:,oratories:

Some characteristic examples of activities connected with

technology

Since most f the .each-ing staff have welcomed team-woik,
all work is oranised in groups from the rr,A.iminary nutlino
to the final demonstration. The main charaoteristic of this
type of teaching is however the almost continua' ::earch for

a motivation modelled on the children's surroundings. Thus

in the country forms will devote themselves to tannical
applications of an agricultural nature, while in the towns
and large industrial concentrations the (21ildren pill t_e

uid,f1 towards practical work connected with ent;ineerinr,
electronics or electotechnics.

Training and refresher courses for teachers of technolo-y

Here an initial distinction must br made hetween ,;eachcrs of

technological disciplines that form part of ':ocation:::1 tr.ininE

in ,echnical institutes and teachers of technical apr.lica'cion
in the final stag,.. of compulsory schooling. Whereas the former

r_,11 received higher education - mostly at faculties of
ongineerinp: or polytechnic institutes - the others have attended
practical courses leading to upper secondary school certificates.
Even so we can say that generally speaking both categories
of teacher are capable of giving instruction in their .abject:
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However, as technology and technics are liable to change
extremely rapidly, these teachers scarcely ever manage
4ithout refresher courses. .accordingly, the National
education Centre for lower secondary schooling organises
courses in each ?rcvince for teachers of technical subjects,
while the National Centre for technical and vocational
instruction organises national courses at a much higher level
to keep teachers of technics and technologies at upper
secondary institutes abreast of their subjects.

The influence of technological education, etc.

Technological education has a very constructive effect,
as we have seen, on the guidance of pupils in connection with
their studies during their compulsory schooling; but it has
an equally marked influence later. We need only mention the
1)art played by technology in industrial technical institutes.
There it is not only focused on vocational training, in which
it plays a major part. It also awakens pupils to new interests
and, we may even venture to say, orientates them towards a
certain form of permanent education.

In the compulsory stage of secondary education, it gives
pleasant dash of colour to the various types of instruction,

,,specially when it intermingles with such disciplines as art
uistory or elementary science. This leads to a better
attitude among the pupils towards the understanding of new
techniques and means of expression.

We :lave already seen that technical application has become
increasingly popular with pupils to the detriment of other
optional subjects such as Latin or music. This has led the
authorities to make this subject compulsory in the second
form also with a probable view to its introduction into the
first two forms of upper secondary school.

In our opinion technological education cannot fail to
develop an interdisciplinary role and function: a subject
that will be strictly bound up with other activities,
encouraging in all its forms the guidance of pupils throughout
the first two years of upper secondary education.

ANTONIO TROTTA
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GEflERL STRUCTURE-OF EDUCATTONT TN TT, SLY

The reform, of 19C-2 made attendance at school compulsory
up t:-) the ai:e of 14 and this 1-as 1,sen rulc evr,r since.

The reform of 1969 allowed unresti2ted ,:dmission to all
types of hiiThe education to everyone tioldin any
school-leavinrr certificate.

Successful completion of all u.Dper secondary studies is
attested by a school-leaving certificate.

The educational system includes four main levels, excluding
pe-schOol education provided at nursery schools.

Primary education

- from 6 to 11

5 years : first cycle (1st and 2nd years)

( - second cycle (3rd, 4th an? 5th years)

Secondary education: First stage

- from 11 to 14

3 years - forms: 1st, 2nd and 3rd

uniform curriculum

Secondary education: Second :tae

5 years

4 years

- from 14 to

- forms: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, to

- types of establishment:
;rammar schools,
technical institutes,
certain voe.tional training
institutes

- curricula:
classical, scientific, technical,
vocational

- from 14 to 19

- forms: 1st, 2nd, 3ra, top

- types of establishment:
art secondary school,
primary teacher training school,
certain vocational training
institutes

- curricula:
education, art, vocational subjects.

./
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3 years

- from 14 to 17

- forms: 1st, 2nd, top

- types of establishment:
school for kindergarten
teachers,
certain vocational training
institutes

- curricula:
education, vocational subjects

.B. In several towns there are schools of music whose
organisation depends on the specialisation followed.

higher education

University faculties - 4-6 years. A single type of degree.

Academies of fine arts

Mditary academies

academies of music

Polytechnic institutes
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1. Desoriti-Jn of the sytem (see als:. dia:rams!

In the United King:om the system is

.:,ecentralised. Local education authorities _re required to
_rovide facilities for the education cf tl-eir young people

according to age, aptitude and ability. Although this orcad
commitment applies to the whole United Kingdom, member countries
have educational systems which differ in Detail. That ,.)f

:Scotland is briefly described in Suction 7(a) of this article

and of Northern Ireland in Suction 7(b).

In England and Wales, under the Education Act of 1944,
secondary schools were established for all pupils over 11 years

of age. Progress with this reorganisation was to a large

extent controlled by economic factors and by the nee to

more primary schools because of the post -war increase

in the birth rate. A few .authorities decided to provide

secondary education in comprehensive schools, but the majority
preferred smaller schools with a more limited range of

aoility. They retained schools of an academic type, now
called grammar schools, for about a fifth (1) of the age group,

selected by examination, and established others known as

modern schools for the remainder. The secondary technical
school, which was intended to provide an eduction alternative
to that of the grammar school, proved to be less popular, and
schools of this type wore built in only a few areas. In recent

years there has been a growing movement away from selection of
pupils for these different kinds of secondary school, and

comprehensive schools now accommodate about 30c, of secondary

pupils in the State sector. Independent schools recruit at

any age, but the 1A.rger independent schools, known as "public
schools", usually recruit at 13+ on the results of the
Common Entrance Examination.

The aim cf all secondary schools is to provide a sound

general education; vocational education is regarded primarily

as the concern of further education establishments, which,
in co-operation with industrial training organisations, provide
full-time and part-time education and training more closely

geared to the needs of industry and commerce. Technical
subjects, including practical work, are, 1-iwover, regarded as

an essential part of general education, and most secondary
schools have workshops and home economics rooms, Naturally,
pupils who are studying two or three languages or two or more
science subjects may have less time allowed for such activities,
but others, of whom some are among the ablest, may have a
programme which allows them perhaps half a day a week over a

!period of five years or more for technical subjects. The

choice of curriculum is the concern of the hea:Imaster, in

consultation with the pupil and parent.

(1) This proportion varies widely in different parts

of England and Wales. In some areas it is only a
little above 10%, while in others, f)r exanplo in
parts of Wales, it rises to 40 Q;/'

./.
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Although secondary technical sch'.;1s have been less
numerous in England and Wales than other forms of secondary
school, they have had considerable influence and have playe-I a
leading part in the development of courses with a technological
-ias. During the past ten years or so, such schools, and
.thers from the maintained and independent sectors, have been
experimenting in this field and eventually a clear case was
'iade out for a more systematic development of this kind of work.
At this stage the engineering institutions, the Association for
echnical Education in Schools, and many others, including

L:ruups of inspectors, advisers and .teachers, were working to the
same end. During 1906/67 the Schools Council set up a project
to assist in this work. The Schools Council is an organisation
concerned with the curriculum and examinations; it is supported
by public funds but is largely under the control of the teaching
Isrofession. One of its first actions was to publish
;urriculum Bulletin No. 2 (see bibliography page 23) and to set
up a research and development group known as "Project Technol')gy",
which is now producing material for use in schools at the
discretion of the teachers. It is not 1.nticipated, however,
that such material will be used universally or that it will be
limited .o a specific age group. Technology is not usually
regarded as a subject, but rather as an activity affecting
several subjects. Although most of the schools concerned regard
13 to 16 or 18 as the most suitable age range, there are others
where younger children may be involved.

. /.
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ORGANISATION DIAGRAM FOR MAINTAINED SCHOOLS IN ENGLAND AND VaiiES

dotes: io In most. areas pupils are promoted from primary
to oecondary schocl at the Frye of 11

iie The leaving age, at present 15, is beinj rtised
to le in 1972/73

alpils leaving schi,o1 at 16 may continIze
th,:ir education full-time or part-time as
shown above

iv. Some students in colleges of cduean are
recruited from colleges of furtner ,,:ducation
and many sixth form pupils gain .:dmission to
colleges of technology and p:_ytch.nics

./
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PATTERNS FOR THE COMPREHENSIVE REORGANISATION OF NAINTAINED
SCHOOLS IN ENGLAND AND WALES

Such comprehensive development as has taken place in England
and Wales has been on one or other of the following patterns,
depending on local opinion end on the nature of existing
ouildings.

A. is the orthodox "all-thfbugh" comprhensive, requiring a
new building or the conversion of two or more existing
schools to form one unit

B. involves transfer at 13 from a junior comprehensive to a
senior school-

C. allows a choice of school. Pupils may remain where they ar
after the age of 13, and leave school at 16, or they may
transfer to another school where they will ILmain until 18

D. is similar, except that at 13 all pupils transfer to one of
two senior schools, one offering courses to 18 the other-tc)

E. involves the creation of a "sixth form college" for those 01:
the age of 16. Sometimes this provides for academic course
onlyy the rest being provided in colleges of further
education. Some authorities, however, are combining all the
full-time education for the 16 to 1S age group in one
establishment

is an alternative pattern which is being followed by about
quarter of the Local Education Authorities to introduce
"middle schools", usually for 9 to 13 year old pupils. They
thus enter secondary school at about 13 years of age

.1
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7, `.that is meant tcchnol:;-y?

L popular dictionary definition tochn,:,loy is "the
?-ience -f the _n.:- t: arts", in the wr, the

int r.ore c.mm,n anu n: w has a much wiser me ring.
In a recent L]overnment report it waF, -3efine.t thus?

In every technology the ultimate varpcse is
to exploit existing scientific and Ccher
knowlodFe fc.r prouctive ends

1965 Triennial man-ii.iwer survey
CMD 3103

This statement goes .-;r1 to emphasise that technology is a
creative activity w:king in the interests of society, and it
is this aspect which has caught the ima-jnation :1 many pupils
nd teachers in recent years. 13y usin;: the metn:,ds .)f the
scientist, the expertise or the craftsman and the kncwledge
_I' the historian or the geographer, schools have been able to
iaentify problems and find solutions to then. Sometimes the
-roduct may be an actual object, such as a hoverer-ft, but it
:113ht also be a technical report or a humanitarian study which
Jed to some attempt to meet the needs of . or handicappef,
dooplo. In schools, therefore, technology is a term used to
ascribe an activity associated with one or Tric'r of the
traditional subjects, and only rarely is it at present regarded
as a subject in its own right. Schools and teachers are free
to introduce it if and where it seems opportune to so,
_,ad they may pursue it as far seems pr,:'fita-de. 1;onsequently,
it may be a minor activity in some situations, whilst..,,ther
schools may devote much more time an:: enthusiasm t: it.

"Technology" is also a term used in further education to
:escribe the institutions concerned. 7t has no special
significance nowadays in showing the level 6f work for which
'L;hey provide. Thus some aro known as "colleges (4' technology",
whilst similar institutions elsewhere are called "technical
colleges" or oven "colleges -f further educ-Ition". In general
they provide educational courses at all levels for craftsmen
and technicians. The former colleges of advanced tcchnclogy
have now become new universities awarding tneir ,iwn degrees.

For boys and girls in school, technolly is increasingly
Being regarde0, as general educatitJnal im:),rtance. As future
citizens they must ot: familiar with concepts of technology which
will have an important influence - for .)r ill - upon
their lives and envir,nment.. They must learn n t only to
exploit but to c6ntr,)1 them. By helpin:7 to design,
make, test, modify and use devices equi7ment the teachers
seek to stir their imagination and sense of wonucr, build up
their knowledge, develop their skill :.n, heighten their
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r_3:-Iect for manfs off-rts. In real situations such as these
they can weigh the 'Is:vantages Is well as the disadvantages of
techniques and materials, ld and new, savour success as well

failure and 'It the EIXIC time, hFlve the Jpportunity c.,nsider
th.; possible harmful effects cf what may at first sight seem

adequate solutins to the prJblem providing for manfs
aerial neeCs.

The following may be menti:med as specific aims of
technology in schools:

1. t's) encourage pupils be inventive, and to
produce original and imaginative work;

ii. to help pupils to analyse a new situation
and to decide upon the significant factors;

iii. to help them to apply their knowledge of
principles and procedures in reaching a
possible solution, car solutions;

iv. to give experience in planning and constructing
devices so conceived;

v. to train pupi.Ls to recognise the limitations
of a design and to suggest modifications;

vi. to promote confidence in the use of unfamiliar
and possibly complex equipment;

vii. to encourage pupils to keep faithful and
methodical records, of failures as well
as of successes.

3. Curriculum

Schools have c)nsiderable freedom in curriculum matters:
neither the subject that are taught nor their content are
controlled by the government, except inliv'rJctly in that
accommodation and equipment in new schools is provided on
scale which assumes that a pattern will be followed. However,
'prth internal and external influences are such that there is
good deal of apTeement about what should be taught. Although

schools are free to submit their .)wn syllabuses, examinations
continue to exert powerful pressures at certain points, since
success in specified subjects may determine entry into pro-
fessions, to establishments of higher education, car to other
avenues for training and education. .0ne of the purposes of the
[1chools Council (See (1) above) is to keep examinations and
the curriculum under continuous review. At the moment the
Council is negotiating with universities and other interested
oodles possible improvements in tie examination system. The
system is often crticised because it encourages an early
choice of subjects which may result in a narrow education.
This in turn cDuld render a pupil ineligible f.,r certain
careers later on.

/
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7)resent the listributicn peri-,ls in the
curriculu f r the first tw_, ./. three y-_,ars .f
sch-,ols is as follows:

Religious c:ducaticn 2
English 5
Hist,ry
Ge:graphy 2
French (or German)
Music
Mathematics 5
.ciencu 4
;ft/craft 2
Handicraft or home
economics 2 nr 3
Physical educati,:n 5

(In crammar scho7,1s, where Latin may he .intr_duce% at the
ige f 11 c,r 12, ant_: in Wales, where 4 ,us are ,_111,wpd fpr

study of the Welsh 17.:11guage fc.r many ,JurAls, the number of
:)uriods frx some subjects will be slightly less than indicate::.)

These figures are typic'A for schools e2erating a
35-peri::2 week (:.eriods c,f 40 ,r 45 minutes elch), Many
schools, h,owever, _perate a LW-period week :Alt with a similar
-Astributin ./f time. ;.fter the age .f 14 stmt subjects may

"(.1rppe,1", for example, to enable Latin, Greek .nJther

modern languac tc be intr-)duced, or t:s six :-)eriJis f,)r

science (includin biology). In the sixth f-,rm (16-18 years of
are) three subjectti t,ccupy m,-,re than half the week, with
1,rivate and general stu.:ies balance the i:1)p:ramme. As in
many other countries, the existing curriculum attern is, hcwever,
!Jeing questioned. 3elieving that the curriculum is mare than

c'Jllection ,)f subjects, teachers are de:; atia: lthe parp:,su
.f secrmd%ry'edlicaticn ant. rt-,,:efininv its _bjectives.

In '/.der tL ensure the full C.evelupment in(Avidual
1,11:-)ils, necessary knowlege, skills and attitu:les must be
imi-larted, and if the ycung pers,11 is t' fit intJ society he
necels some knowledcLe of his environment and f the .society in
w hich he 1:1.ves. The sch:el, t.o, seeks t, Impart certain
ic:als and aspirations, and, bearini7 in minf_. the incresinz
imp-rtance of leisure time, it alsci attemi-ts t: give
to.i,prtunity f r recreative aryl aesthetic activities. Such
thinking leads t) discussim of the hal7Ince betwJen Afferent
elements of the curriculum, and in this ';:ntext the questi-n
of technclugy is alsc relevant. 3ecause it ,verlaps
traditional subject ,:undaries and invlves a number of
subject disciplines, tochnc,logy can ,give greater eoh6rence
and relevance to the curriculum as a whole.
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_In a recent essay "toIN balance2 curriculum" (TRENDS
N,. lb HMSO) it was propcsed that the curriculum sh',',111.1 ce
th,ught 3f in blocks of time or ":seas" rather than in terms of
individual subjects, Each area wail:. represent 'n essential
clement of knowledge or experience ami, although pupils might
--lect within it, they might riot omit any r_rea entirely. Thus,
_ter two cr three years they might elect to continue with art,
zlusic or craft, but they c:)111.1 not give up all the practical/
_esthetic group subjects. This interestini7 p,r:,p,osal gives
a variety of curriculum patterns, one of which might be as
follows:-

Languages and literature

Maths/sciences

Modern studies (including history
_21d geography)

;.esthetic/practical and physical
'lucation

7ncommitted (to be used to most
pupils/ needs)

Lower schcol Years 4 an_ j
(ages 11-1)/14) (ages 14-1)

8

9

6

9

6

0

3 8

'TOTALS 35 40

(It will be noted that the proposal a8.6umes a longer working
:ay for older pupils.)

Within such a pattern technology could find a place in
several areas or blocks of work and the "uncommitted" time
could be used to augment the programme as necessary.

As with the curriculum, mattErs of organisation, time-
table and teaching method are decided at school level, but to
some extent they are controlled by limitations of staff or
accommodation. Classes in most secondary schools are around
30, but workshop classes are usually limited to 20 for safety
reasons. In the upper school, especially at sixth form level
(that is 16-plus) teaching groups are usually smaller than this
and pupils are allowed time for "private study" also.

There is no standard method for teaching technology and
teachers enjoy a large measure of freedom in'cleciding upon their
,Ipproach to the pupil-centred activities followed in the work-
shops and elsewhere in the school. It is, however, usual for
schools to treat technology as a group or individual activity
related to existing subjects. Sometimes it may be closely
-,ssociated with science, at other times with craft and often
with other subjects, including history, rthematics and art.
Teachers and pupils are thus engaged as , team. For a major
undertFking, different teams may tackle uifferent aspects of
the same project,

./
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"Project technolo:Ly", mentioned aove, has assist
teachers by means of conferences and publications, .rid by
providing practical help in their early experiments. Once
they have made a start, teachers are encoura7e,:. to --sass
their progress and to seek ways of maintinini_, it; the various
publications now being i=repared are all intended to assist
this process.

4. Premises and equipment

Most secondary schools are provided with

laboratories for physics, chemistry, biology
and/or general science and facilities for
rural studies;

workshops for woodwork, metalwork (including
some machine work) and sometimes for building;

drawing offices, usually linked to the workshops;

rooms for home economics.

Larger secondary schools, having more workshops and more
laboratories, offer scope for grouping the rooms according to
subject interests. They can also afford to equip certain
rooms more generously and for more highly specialised purposes.
For example, they may have a laboratory for engineering science
or electronics. Often there is an additional "working space"
fDr:

large-scale project work (boat building,
go-carts, trailers, hovercraft etc.);

informal work during private study periods
or as an out-of-school activity.

Some setinis have adapted existing accommo(altion o.
built for themselves an extension or separate- building,
sometimes in wabstanti7a brick construction, in which to
pursue such activities: this has given them an insight into
building tuchnology as well as _practical experience in
building cechniques. Where the teachers are propart,d to use
the ,Alueational opportunities to the full, the pupils are
encouraged to take part in the planning of work, in the
pre9aration of sketch plans and ,...)tailed ctrwinc.s, in s.:ehing
planning approval from local authorities, in C:rawini7 up bills
of quantities and esimates and in or(tcrinc, matJrials. In

addition to the usual laboratory r.nd workshop equipment, schools
:1To puchasinp: or making for thems,,lves other ituns such as

cathode ray oscilloscopes, sfrob)scopes and
74-11L:r _.Le-ronie devices;

t,st rips, !:'or ex=ple, for cnuiac
strucures anJ tostinE,

hyriraulics

/
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rt school level nDt much use is made of -published cudiJ-
isual material beecusu the emphasis is on aetiviry rather than

upon acouiring information, 3ut some good cf this
now available, for example, in connection with the

.,everal NUffieid science projects, For use in further education
-nd in industflal training, a great variety of aids are now
roduced, including film loops and programmed learning pocks.

,ime of this material may well be useful in schools, as, for
exampl.e, that dealing with simple electronics or logic circuits.
xcellent, films and teaching material are available about
engineering, metals and materials, oils and lubrication from
the major oil and metal-producing companies and from the
L:,overnment-sponsored Central Office of Information,. Some
schoois and colleges of education are experimenting with
:roremmed learning material of their own making, for use in
the teaching of basic scientific principles and :)f technical
'cawing, It is likely that more material of this kind will
be produced to help teachers and pupils to learn the theory they
need in order to make further advances in their project work,
C iCome knowledge of principles is of course essential at the
outset, but the need for further knowledge and skill- arises
-21 the work ploceeds, The excitement aroused by.:The project
itself provides the motivation,

5. Typical examples

711 the absence of any cent.ral control over the okirriculum
it is nct possitle to give a precise estimate of the _:Dmber of
schools claiming to teach technology, but it is known that
about a thousand are already in touch with project technology
and have expressed interest in becoming actively involved, It
is, moreolrer, impossible to select schools typical of :,he
country as a whole, Those mentioned below and in the Al)pendix
represent some of the pioneers, mainly in the field of engineer-
ing where most of the development has so far taken plac';,.
They include different age end ab'lity groups and their work
illustrates the wido variet of e_erimental teaching that is
,J,evel(pinE, The five schools mentioned in greater detail
includc an independent boarding school, a comprehensive school,
and three other secondary schools - grammar, technical and
lodern.

HAYLE COUNTY SECONDARY SCHOOL, CORNWALL, is situated in
a small seaside town in the extreme south-west corner of England.

is a mixed secondary modern scuool drawing its pupils from an
area also served by a grammar school which the majority of moreable pupils attend. The neighbourhood is predominantly rural
uut the holiday industry and the small towns provide much of
the cmploymen'-. Hayle itself is of interest because of its
connection with the mining industry, and relics of the ti-n
mines and of their great pumping engines abound in the district.
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These industrial minuments have been source of inspiratic.n
t. staff and pupils, _rd both add `iris nave stud:lecl them
in a number of surveys of their environment. Their interest
in past technoloiTyy has led t similar studies what ::an
achieving t,day; local examples of this inclu,.le the chin::-
clay industry, the manufacture of pumps aria compressed
equipment anl a number of'enterprises con: octet wi:h sea,
Fupils from the school have won several pri2,es +'or things rhc,y
have designed and made_ in the w)rkshops, yhere there ire
facilities for practical electronics as well r.c, f

and metalwork. The school workshnb techn7-_:g:
fully as possible and by the use of -:rr)jects an themes is
able to give practical backing to most subjects. The schoolts
environmental studies have been filmed by the 7,2,BC and used in
its television broadcasts for teachers.

DANUM 3RIMAR SCHOOL, DONCASTER, was built selective
secondary technical school. For many years it has )een cn-,e of
the pioneer schools in technology teaching: p-ocject wore, for
sixth-form pupils, new examinations embodying investigations by
caLdidv.tes, and integrated _courses involvinp, craft. scince,
drawing and other subjects, have all Yeen introduced with
considerable success. Recently, with the help of funds prpvidoc'
by ixoject technology and the Local Educatill .\uthori'r,y, the
school har co-operated with non-selective schools fn the
Doncaster area in devisinc, a common scheme for' pupi:s c i mixed
ability in the age range 13 to 16. Using 1cadily avci]ablo
commercial components f:::11 constructional work. mipil3 arc
introduced to electrical, mechanical, electronic and ncumatic
methods of control, Thc.y proceed by a sur,:i.cs of irrrestig,atiens
and simple design exercises, acquiring essentif'.1 new :mewledge
as they go. ,.1cho-L,7h the scheme is still experimental it is
already clear that pupils can make and assess the porforT:Ince
of small machines ?rid other devices designed t, carry out
specific tasks. For example, by the end cf the fit year -!s
work they are able to devise and make maehine c:2abLe.
sorting nuts and bolts in batches ten. It rrii
be interesting to see how far pupils can 70 in .idle thret,

years. and what effect this important adeition t, their
skill and knowledge may have upon project work in the sixth
form.

GATEWAY SCHOOL, LEICESTER, is an.ther secondary scho.-1
well-known for it- technological work. The school is :,.ljacent
to a polytechnic In the centre of the city, where close links
with the college and with industry can oe maintainec!..
'iecently a new addition to the school has i'rovidc:d excellent
practical facilities and this new building is the flal point
for design work. For a very long time the school has's,:t high
standards of design and craftsmanship as one of its pz'imary
objectives and it offers opportunities for pupils to r!?..perienco
a very wide range of crafts from stone carving to prac,ical
electronics. The school has in the past attracted pupils of
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very high intelligence, ale: has e fine cademic recore -- tut
ell pupils participate in the practical wc,rk. The sou( rice
of work leading up to the censtructicn of the device described in

Api_er,dix is of special interest because it illustrates
1,ew, from small beginnings, a theme may develop aver a period
ef years and still not be exhausted, altheugh the direction cf
the work has often changed enc.: different masters an(-: pupils
have been involved. Other themes, are, of course, runnin,-;
ceJncurrently and the effect is to maintain e creative, experi-
mental atmosphere throughout the school.

WOODBERRY DOWN SCHOOL, LONDON is a relatively new
establishment built as a comprehensive schecl for boys and girls
luring the post-war period, offering academic or technical
curses for the upper ability ranges anc] a variety of opportunities
for others. It was one of the first schools of this type to be
associated with project technology and it has been possible to
experiment over a wider ability range than in the case of the
,ther schools mentioned. But in fact the most regular use cf
technological themes occurs in the 14 tc 16 age ercup among boys
,rho are taking practical subjects as a part of their course for
L.xamination purposes. In the workshops, pupils are encouraged
to play an increasing part in the design of what they make, and
some of them concentrate their efforts upon items of
technological interest rather than upon thy, making of teals or
furniture. At sixth form stage (i.e. lb to 18) the work is
rather more wide-ranging, some of it involving pupils whose
interests are in the social aspects as well as those following
scientific or technical programmes.

TONBRIDGE SCHOOL, KENT, is an independent boarding school
fur about 550 able boys in the age range 13 to 18. Like many
schools of its type it has a high academic record and nearly
":11 pupils take three subjects at advanced level; about sixty
per cent of them proceed to university on leaving school.
Technical subjects do not occupy a large part of the curriculum,
:Alt all boys attend the workshops during their first two years
at the school, and they are then enceuraged to slIend some of
their optional periods or spare time - which is cf' course not
inconsiderable in a boarding school - on a practical or
aesthetic pursuit. Technology has been introduced into the
irogramme because of the opportunity it affords for creative,
elisciplined work. Projects may be investigational or
constructional and it is possible for boys to spend as much as
.ight hours a week u-eon them at certain stages; they would
eet, of course, do this regularly. Pupils are encouraged to
lan and organise their work, with due regard for scientific

-erinciples, the economics of their task, and sources of
information an' :iistance that they may need. In this
connection t:-; )01 has good links with many higher educatin,
research and trial organisations.
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ti 'Th c2' f th, wo* ,f th-
r. :i the way Li which tchnol,gy is introiu,:.e-,

th The Ill win' szam2les _)f fther
'1.nvesti.7ati-ns nay_ )eer s-lecte

helJ t the lri-il
Technolw:y, LondDn, where th.: w:)rk f L)-ue fft: :3oh.,:-1.5 was
on show.

grou, f 15-16 year 1 ,u,ils imesttin;
the beneficial and harrnf,11
killers, n,ticed that s_me -;lants in tree
laboratory were unaffected when ther wero
severely attackud by greenfly. Plants such
as the -,largonium seemed survive, an
miscroscr-Jpic invustirratien -of their loaves
sugsested that they might ur:md, a liqui
insecticide, fttemits were made t-
and tc, use this natural fluil, ri the,'

similar 1ants wre

(Park School, Swindon)

ii. Scme sixth f:orm uils lAished tf, o:;::eriment

with en,77mes but felt that tnoy ne( ,(,:-1 a
colorimeter to investigate rates -)f r_acti,n
and the factors affecting them. They wore
able to ob6ain details for the c:nstructi.,n
of this ,:iece of aquil-ment t obtain th_
results required. The akjJaratus is n-,1.1 in use
for bi'llo[v teaching at severa 1-vuls,

(Danum Grammar Schcol, D:ncaster)

school :1-1 the fringe of .E,:on sxler-_,mented
with several methods f_rmin7 sha.us with
lastic materials. Casting in resin, ineumtic

methuct -)rJducing fr)m ,1aEti(2,

shoot, injecti::n rnculcirL nd cantrifural
casting have all tri
fmnufactur e-). in thu schcolis

(Manor )ch,..1,

iv. neighbourin7 school has In-)Luced a vcuilm-
1)rming machine f::r illastic sheet, with the h-1,
cf the lelymer science de:,artment of 113run1
University. This device has -roved valur_ole
in co-role2ation with subjects such ns
and art.

(Hayes County Grammar School, London 5( r)ui7h
of HillinEsdon)

If


